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THE MECHANISM OF DISCHARGES IN A THU:t:-IDERCLOUD
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I. Electric Field Changes Produced by Discharges
in a Thundercloud
Abstract -- A cloud discharge usually takes place
between the upper positive and the lower negative
charged portions of a thundercloud. According to the
author's statistical investigations they are located
respectively at the altitudes about 7 ~-· 11 and 3 ··""6 km,
and the mean inclination of the axis connecting them
is generally smaller than 30°. The main process of a
cloud discharge involve s a branched positive streamer
which proceeds downward through the negative charged
portion with the velocity of the order of 10 6 em/sec.
When a tip of the slow main process arrives at a local
accumulation of negative electricity, a rapid negative
streamer with the velocity of the order of los em/sec
ascends the main channel previously ion ized ' by the slow
main process. The rapid streamer processes are repeated
more than ten times through the slow process of a cloud
discharge, and t hey each transfer the electricity about
l coul extending over the distance 1 km on the average.
The intra cloud discharge occurring in association
with a ground discharge is likewise constructed of a
slow positive streamer moving upward and many rapid
negat ive streamers movi~g downward. The rapid streamer
caused by a larger local accumulation of negative
electricity may be expected to extend further downward
and to reach the ground. This will result in a dart
leader guidirig the immediatly following return stroke.
l.

Introduct ion

The electric fi e ld change produced by a lightning
discharge has been measured comprehensively by many
research workers using the apparatuses located on the
earth's surface till to the present. To know the
effective positions r espec tively of the positive and
the negative charged portions of a thundercloud and
to know the amount of electricity which i$ involved
in themselves and neutralized by the process of
a cloud discharge, it is necessary to make the
coincident and absolute measurement of the field
changes at least at seven points located on the
earth's surface. This sort of an observatio~ was
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ex~r.uted first by Workman and his colleagues.(l)
The coincident observations at several stations,
however, will require a considerable accuracy of
time measurement at each station, if the ti me
resolving accuracy needed in the recorn ~s
comparatively high. In this case the procedure of
multipoint observation and the analysis of the
observational data will become in any way an uneasy
one. In this respect, Workman did not record the
fine structure of ~ lightning discharge. In the
present paper the author will make an attempt to
interpret the mechanism of a cloud discharge from
the statistical investigation of many records of
the field changes due to lightning discharges
having appeared in a few different ranges of
distances.
The apparatus applied to our observation of
lightning discharges is capable of recording
faithfully the electric field change with the
duration ranging from several seconds to nearly
lO~sec.
It has been found from the analysis of
our data that the electrical process which plays
the most important role to neutralize the cloud
electricity is composed of a slow positive streamer with the velocity of the order of 10 6 em/sec
and that the slow streamer usually accompanies
many rapid negative stre amers with the velocity
of the order of 10 8 em/s ec. The rapid streamers,
however, transfe r e a ch a comparat ively small
amount of electri c i t y.

2.

Obse rvation me thod

Two obse r v a tjon sy stems hav e been e mployed to
reco r d t he fi e l d ch ange s of two different time
r a t e s. The one is tc record the electrostat ic
fi e ld changes wh ~ s e f r e quen cy spec trum chiefly
spreads f rom 0 c/ sec to 1 kc/sec. The other i s
to re cord the fr e que n cy s pe ctrum range spreading
from 200 c/s ec to 100 kc / s ec . In the latter case
the pr e domipru,t s l ow compone nt of the fi e ld change
i s inevi t ably cut off and only the rapid component
become s to be emphasi ze d. Our thunderstorm
obse rva tions vJe re carried out in every summe r
s e ason from 1952 to 1960 at Maebashi, north-west
and about 100 km from Tokyo.
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The apparatus was annually modified and supplemented.
(2)(3)
A brief description of th e apparatus in
the present stage will be given at this place.
Fig. l shows the general construction.
field

A)

Recording of the rapidly changing electric

A vertical antenna is adopted to catch up the
rapid electric field changes. An alminium ball of
80 mm in diameter is installed on the top of the
antenna to protect it from point discharges resulting
from a very strong electric field.
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The construction of the electric
field change recorder.

Since the vertical antenna i s almost capacitive
in the frequency range up to 100 kc, th e gain of
the antenna system is determined by the ratio of
the se lf capacity of antenna to the earth capacity.
The self capacity of the antenna is 40 pF in this
apparatus, and the earth capacity is designed to
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be selected \ut of the five element capacitors by
a telephone dial .a nd relays. As the five capacitor
elements have the\values 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0. 03
and 0.1 J1,F respectively, the gain of the antenna
system can be vari~d in 10 db step from about -28
db to -68 db. Resistors connected in parallel to
the earth capacitor~ are also selected out of the
values from 10 k-ohm.s to 1 M-ohms, through which
the time constant of ' the antenna system can be
kept at a constant value l msec at every adjustable
gain. The antenna coupling part contains a cathode
follower, the output from which is f e d to the main
amplifier arranged inside the observation room
through a feeder of 20 m in length. The main
amplifier is of a flat r esponse capable of r e producing correctly the antenna input.
The r ecord e r is cons tructed of a dual beam
cathode ray tube and a continuously running 16 mm
cine camera. The time axis of the record is
constructed from two different relative motions of
the bright spot on t he C.R.T. screen to 16 mm
cine film, i.e., the vertical sweep of the bright
spot produced on the C.R.T. screen by a r e peated
saw-tooth waveform voltage and the horizontal
continuous movem:.:m t of 16 mm cine film. The time
resolving powe r is aff e cted by the swe ep velocity
and is about 30 ~~ec when we use the time sweep of
3 ms·2C. As the film spe ed is about 10 em/ sec,
the cine film of 100 f e et in length mounted on a
re el will be consumed in about 5 min continuously.
As it is very expensive to record continuously the
whole period of a thund e rstorm, the reco rdings
were made interruptedly with appropriate intervals
throughout the activity of a thundercloud. We
have obtained the r ecords of 8800 feet under 17
thunderstorms in five summers from 1956 to 1960.
The number of continuous recordings per one storm
is about 5 on the average.
The other element of the dual beam C.R.T. i s
utilized to r ecord simultaneously the flash
luminos ity changes caught with a photo-multiplier
tube or the electrostat ic field changes which will
be described in the fol lo wing paragraph B).
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B) Recording of the electrostatic field change
To record the e lectrostatic field change due
to a lightning discharge we adopted an equipment of
a so-called mill type field meter. This is constructed from the same principle as the electrostatic
flux me ter de ve loped by Malan and Schonland.(4)
By rotating an earthe d disk with many holes disposed
on a circular periphery at e ~ual intervals, the
terminals in the similar disposition to the holes
are alte rnate ly exposed to and shielded from an
e xternal electrostatic field, and then the alternative voltage proportional to the external field is
produced between both ends of the earthed resistance.
Since the equipment has 24 holes and terminals and
the disk rotate s at the speed of 1500 rpm, the
output will be amplitude-modulated with 600 c/s e c.
The time resolving power is therefore about 2 msec.
The de t ermination of the polarity of the field
cha nge s can be made through the output from a
synchronous de tection circuit employing the
photoe l e ctri c method,(3) or the systematic deforma tion in the modulated output waveform which has
a very close r elation to the polarity of the
e l e ctrostatic field to be measured.
The ele ctrostatic fi el d change s are r ecorde d on
.~ ' track of a
double track magneti c t a pe recorde r.
The other track is us e d to obt a in the simultane ous
r e cord of the fl a sh luminosity changes or the high
fr e quency radio noise s radiate d from lightning
discharge s. The ele ctrosta tic fi e ld changes are
also r e corded together with the rapidly changing
e lectric field in a 16 mm cine film driven continuously, but in this ca se the time sweep is not added
on to the modulated el e ctrostatic field output ,
b e caus e it does not promote the time r e solving
power in any amount.
In the s e ason of thunde rstorm obs ervation in
1960, we adopted the fi e ld change oscillogram
e quipped with a vertical antenna which had a large
time constant of the orde r of 1 sec. This apparatus
also follows after the s ame principle that has been
d e scribed in the paragraph A), and the principal
difference s be twe en the two consist in the antenna
time constant and the amplitude modulation of the
output. To r e cord the output from the antenna on
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a magnetic tape~ the output of the gradual e l ec tr ostatic variation is needed to be modulated with
some appropriate procedur e . Since the duration
of a lightning rlischa rge usually does not exc eed
1 s ec , th0 r e cord obtained with this apparatus will
give a rep r esentation of an actual field change
without any s erious error.

3.

Types of the observed ele ctrostatic field
changes
On the r ecord of e lectr osta ti c fi eld change
due to a ground discharge, we can always recognize
some r a pid stepwise field changes with the duration of the order of lOO~s ec to appear intermittently, and it is not always difficult to s ee
these stepwise field changes each to corre spond
to the r a pid and large amount of charge transfe r
r e sulting from the individual r e turn stroke .
It is also not seldom that a l ong spark whic h
bridge s two separate thunderclouds actually
produces a stepwise fi e ld change with the dur a tion
of the order of 1000ftsec. In the case of intra cloud discharges which occupy the greater part of
actually occurring lightning discharges, howeve r,
we can not usually r e cognize this kind of stepwise field changes on the r ecord of their field
changes , which a lways indicate only slow smooth
variations.(5) These observational fact s clearly
indicate that the main proc ess to neutr alize the
thundercloud el e ctricity is nothing but a slow
process of discharge with an eff e ctive velocity
of progre ssion of the order of 10 6 em/s ec .
The electros tatic fi e ld changes produced by
cloud discharges can be divided into the follow i ng
5 types , if we neglect relatively small variations
a s well a s stepwise field changes which probably
corr es pond to the rap i d and large strokes bridg i ng
across the inte rcloud spaces.
i)
+ type : the c l ectrrst~tic field ~hange
indicates onl:r ""· s i.mplP increase.
ii )
- type: the cle~~rostatl: field change
ind icates only c simple decrease.
i i i)
+~-t ype: t h2 electrostatic field change
indicate s a maximwn.

iv)
v)

-~+type: the electrostatic field change
indicates a minimum.
complex type: the electrostatic field
change indicates a maximum and a minimum.

The above denomination follows after the sign of
the differential coefficient of the time variation
of the electrostatic fields. In the cases of iii),
iv) and v), each is subdivided into two cases
according to the sign of the net field change, the
point of which is indicated by parentheses as shown
in
Table 1. So far as our investigation is
concerned, all complex type field changes are of
the-- +--type, in which a minimum precedes a
maximum on the field change.*
Table l. Occurrence percentages of the five types
of electrostatic field changes due to cloud
discharges.
Distance
(km)

0 5
5 - 10
1 0 - 1 5
1 5 - 2 5

Type

+

4l
7 7
53
13

--+ ---+--

+-1 4

3
38

811

20
7

H

(-+)

H

4l

9
18
23

2
9

1

6

2
1

4

4

8

H

Numter of
data

%
1

1

3

1 4 3

4 4

06
25

Table l shows the percentage of occurrence of
each type in the four ranges of propagation distances. This is the summarized results of 10
thunderstorms r e corded through the summers from
1958 to 1960. The horizontal distance from a
lightning discharge to the observation station has
been estimated from the lightning-thunder time
interval, the structure and the amplitude of the
rapid electric f ield change, or the thunderstorm
map kindly submitted from th8 meteorological
agency. The table , however, really includes the
small numbe r of d ata who se estimated distances
are probably too rough t o withstand the following
discussions. Neve rtheles s t his defect will not
lead to a serious error, so far as we investigate
the results statistically.

* There i s no obvious ba si s in deciding how small
variations may be neglected . If the smaller varia tions,
which ha ve be en negle~ted i n Tabl e l fr om case to case
according to t heir rnagni~,ud.es a nd dura ions , a r e further
t ake n i nto acco~n t t o sor.e ext e nt, the occurrence pe rcentage of the complex type will he i ncreased mor e than
what i s i nd icated j_n the tabl e . And. i n this cas e the
+ ~ --+ type or the ot~er tyT"~es indicating sever al
extreme val ues -vr i lJ be i nclud ed i n the complex type.
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Altitude and inclination of a cloud
discharge and net electrostatic field
change

The pos itive and the negative electricities
neutralized by a cloud discharge perhaps occupy
the considerably large portions of a thundercloud
respectively. However, it is a well knmvn fact
that the earth ~ s electrostatic field change due
to a lightning discharge inside a thundercloud can
be interpreted, as the first approximation, from
the mec hanism of a dipole discharge appearing in
the cloud. Let us denote the positions of the
respective charge centers with P and N and put the
coordinate origin at the point where the axial line
of the dipole PN intersects the earth's surface.
The distances to P and N from the origin will be
denoted with s 1 and s 2 respectively, and the
inclination of PN relative to the vertical line
wi 11 be denoted with 8 ( C; ~ e ~ nh).
Then the
altitudes of the points P and N will be given by
hJ = s 1 cos9 and h 2 = s 2 cos9 res~ec ti vely. Let us
d~note the position of the observation point with(~
p, in the polar coordinates expression, where ~ is
the distance of the point from the origin and 1 is t~e
azimuthal angle from the horizontal projectio~ of
the line PN. The two point charges ~ and-~, r e~pect 
ively located at the points P and N, will produce
the following electrostatic field~at the observation
point respectively:
Fp

= 2QS{os8/ (f 2 -2fs 1 sin9~ + s;) 3 / 2 •

FN= -2Q s c.a;f¥ (f 2 -2j's sinfJca>1
2
2

+ s;)

3/2 •

Since the electrostatic fi eld composed of Fp and
FN will dis~ppear by a lightning discharge, the
net field change must be represented by
F = - (F p

+ FN )

.

(2)

The sign of the net fi eld change will be reversed
if the observation point is moved across the locus
of F = 0, whi ch may be transformed as follows,

9
(3)

where a=hl2/3h?/3 (hll/3+h.~/3f~
-"2

L

b=hl/3hl/3(h2/3 V3 112
I
2
1
+h
)
.
2

'This equation gives the expressi on of a circle,
whose center is given by (a.tan~,n) and the radius
is given by {b 2 + (a2+b 2) tan.2e} 1/2.
According as the observation point is located
inside or outside the circle, the sign of the net
field change produced by the lightning discharge
will be reversed. Thus the circle will be designated as a reversal circle hereafter. If P is located
at an altitude higher than N1 i.e., if the dipole
polarity is positive, the conclusion will be F>O
in the circle and F<O out of it. When Table 1 is
rearranged in accordance with the sign of the net
field change, Table 2 will be obtained. Table 2
shows the point that the net field changes are
usual~y positive when they are measured in the
neighbourhood of lightning discharges and become
negative when the distances are increased.
Therefore it is evident that a cloud discharge
generally can be represented by the disappearance
of a positive dipole located in a thundercloud,
i.e., a dipole composed of a positive charge in
the upper portion of the cloud and a negative
charge in the l ower portion of it. This polarity
of a lightning dipole is in accord with the
polarities observed in various parts of the world.

(1,6,7,8)
T~le

2 •

Occurrence percentagP,s
net

Distance

Net

<km)

1

ctanges pro:iuc€d

field

5

1

-

1

5

9 1

0

77

5
5 - 2 5

3 0

0

d

r~sative

i.JY clarl discha~s

chanh>e

Number of

data

+

0
1

f ie ld

of positive arrl

9%
2 3
7 ()
96

4 d
1 (l

6

1 4

3

25
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If the dipole axis PN were perfectly vertical
and t he altitudes of P and N were both constant, {he
reversal distance of the sign of net field change
would be the sam8 for all discharges, and the
range of distances which contained both positi~e and
negative net field changes in Table 2 would be
limited to the only one range including the reversal
distance. Table 2 shows, however, all ranges
contain the both signs although the degrees of mixing are different from a range to another. This
may not be explained unless we take account of the
dispersion in the altitudes of both point charges
or the inclinations of PN axes~ although the existence of a small number of negative dipole discharges
is quite expected. Because of the minori~y of
negative dipoles, however, it is quite natural that
the observed occurrence percentages of positive
and negative net field changes will give us some
knowledges about the dispersion in the altitude
values and the inclinations of the observed dipoles.
A) Altitude
If all the dipoles observed have a common
vertical direction and the positive polarity, the
dispersion in the altitudes of dipoles necessary
to explain the values given in Table 2 will be
as follows.
The center of the reversal circle is of course
placed just under the points P and N in this case,
and the radius of it is given by bin ~quation(3).
Statistically speaking, the probability distribution of the values b must reach a maximum at a
certain b value and decrease to both sides of the
maximum. However, for the sake of brevity it will
be assumed here that the distribution of b values
is constant ( not zero ) between b 1 and b (bJ>b )
2
and equal to zero outside this sec~ion. 2
Then the probability that the observation point
located at the horizontal distance r from the
discharge will be included i n the r eversal circle,
i.e., the observed net field change will be positive,
can be represented as follows"

11

p=l

p = ( b1 .P =0

r s; b

r ) /

(b - b )

1

2

2

b < r <bt
2
r~b

(A)

1

If we follow what Table 2 indicates, it will be
reasonable to assume that the probability p will
take a value between 0.77 and 0.91 at r = 5 km, and
a value between 0.30 and 0.77 at r = 10 km, and
a value betwe en 0.04 and 0.30 at r = 15 km
respectively. Therefore the b values to satisfy
the conditions given by equation (4) may be estimated to have the values b 1 = 18 km and_b 2 = 3km
respectively. If we assume the relat1on h 1 / h2 =2,
the results will be given by h 1 = 3 ""18 km and
h = 1. 5..._ 9 km. These distribution ranges of the
p6sitive and the negative point charges are somewhat too broad to be compared with our knowledges
about the electrical structure of a thundercloud.
This seems to indicate the point that the inclination of the dipole to the vertical line must be taken
into account.
B) Inclination of dipole
In the case of an inc lined dipole di scharge,
the center of the reversal circle does not coincide with the point located just beneath the point
P or N. When the value of e or h 1 /h exceeds a
certain limit, the point just beneat6 the point P
or, according to circumstances, even the point just
beneath any point on the line PN will be placed
outside the reversal circle.*

*For instance, if h /h = 2, the point just
beneath F will be displac~d 6ut of the reversal
circle for 8 >51 o , and the point just beneath the
center of PN will a l so be displaced out of the
circle for 6> 76° • However, the point just beneath
the point N is always included in the circle.
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Therefore, it will not always be rigorous to represent the horizontal distance between the discharge and the observation point with ? given in
equation (3), and the more reasonable way to define
the position of the dipole discharge to have a
considerable extent is to fix the center of the
dipole PN. *
For this purpose let us displace the
coordinate origin to the point just beneath the
dipole discharge, then the reversal circle wi ll
becone to be represented as follows:
r 2 + 2r (a+c) tauecos1f- b2 -t{c (2a+c)

-J}ta1?e

=0,

(51

where c is the altitude of a dipole discharge,
c

= (

hl + h2 )/ 2,

and (r, ~) is the position of the observation
point represented with the new coordinates.
Let us introduce here the quantity k defined by
the following equation :
k

=

-

r

2

+ b2 - { c (2a +e) -b 2}
2r (a + c ) tan e

trule

(6)

If the values of h1 , h? and 9 are given, the
quantity k becomes a function of r. Taking these
two equations into account, it is easy to arrive
at tte followi ng results: If k > 1, the observation
point, the distance r apart from a dipole discharge,
will always be included in the related reversal
circle, \vhile if k < -1, it will always be excluded
from the c ircle. If -l<k<l, the situation
deper..d s on the value of ¥ as follows; if k >cos :f i
the obs e rvation point comes into the reversal eire e ,
and if k <cos 1 , it goes out of the cir,le. Fig . 2
illus trates the above relation with resp ec t to the
values e and r.

* If the value h /h is in any way not so
large, it will become u~im~ortant which point
on the line connecting P and N is regarded as the
indication of the position of a dipole.
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The two boundary distances r 1 and r 2 ( r 1 > r ) ,
between which both signs of net field chan~es can
be observed, are de t ermined from the following
equations:
k(r 2 ) = l
and k(r ) = -1.*
(7)
If we lim1t our'observation1 t o a fractional period
of a thunderstorm, the locations of the individual
dipoles, i.e., the positions of P 1 s and Nrs will be
comparatively definite in a thundercloud. However,
if the occurrence rate of lightning discharges is
averaged between the sufficient number of thunderstorms, it will be probable that the azimuth of a

k<-1
p=O
1=1
0

60

-1<k < 1
O<p < 1

~

-+"

~

.,..;

r-1
()

1=1
H

3o -------k > 1

P=l

k <-1
p=O

I

l
I

0

r2

Distane

r1

-

r

Fig. 2. The axial inclination of a discharge dipole
and the ranges of distances divided i n
accordance with characteristics of the net
field changes.

*

If tan2e > b 2 / {c (2a+c) -b 2 }
, th en k < 1
is always satisfi ed irrespective of the r value,
and the point just beneath the center of PN is
placed outside the reversal circ le. In this case,
r 1 and r 2 are given by the two roots of the
equation k(r) = -1, in which the roots are both
positive.
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discharged dipole axis relative to the direction
toward the observation point, in other words , the
azim~th ~ of the observation point re l ative to
the horizontal projection of the diple axis takes
any value with an equal probability. In this
case, we can consider the probability that the
observation point is included in the reversal
circle, i.e., the net field change is of the same
polarity as that of the dipole , for any given
value r. This probability can be given by the
following relations.
p = 1
p

=

l

K~J

- (cos -lk) /7C

p = 0

-1 <l{<l

(8)

K;:S; -1

We can determine statistically the occurrence
r ate of the field changes which indicate the
same sign as that of the discharged dipo les.
If the dipoles are assumed to be distributed only
in narrow ranges of hand e values, it becomes
possible to infer the respective values of h and e.
The extents of probable p values at the distances
5, 1C and 15 km from the dipoles have already
b~en estimated from Table 2 in the previous
po.r··~p·a::..lL
F'ip,. 3 shmt~s the result of thn. h and
e V~Lue os timation which has been obtained from
C:JJ\1 ~J.i.(n,. ~ ,,., G.Yld ( 8) .
ThP- hatched area represents
:.:,j~, l11.: :i. · ,- .1 \.l1ich satisfy t he conditions
Thn · ·..: • '; \dllCh define this area are somevl}nt
varltble with the h /h 2 value.
Fig 3 .:.> l1 uws the c:1~e of h 1 /h 2 = l
In this ca~."'
equation ( 6) will take the somewhat simple~
expression as follows~
0

o

-

q

o

K=

(2

h2 -

(2.) / 3hr , tan 8 .

(9)
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The area will be displaced only a few hundred meters
toward the lower level and very slightly moved to
the direction of e , even if we increase the h:/h 2
value from l to 2. Therefore it is evident tnat
the value h 1 /h 2 will not have an important role
in fixing tne above area, if we take the accuracy
in the estimation of the distance r into account.
The area covers the ranges of h and e values 6 ~ 7
km and 30-40° respectively.
It is evident that
the errors in the estimation of distances in
Table l will broaden the extent of the p value
distribution, and that the area which satisfies
the above conditions will also be extended.
However, the central portion of the area itself
1.1/ill not be displaced appreeiably from the position
just described.
The estimation of e so far has been made on
the assumptions that h and e can be regarded as
constant in all discharges and that ~ takes any
value with an equal probability. In an actual
case~ however, h and e will be subjected to
considerable fluctuations, and this will make the
distance range which mixes both signs to broaden
considerably. This leads to the result that t he
actual occurrence percentages of the opposite
sign field changes will approach nearer t o each
other in a related range of distances than they
would be subjected to when the values h and e
would be ~onstant.
Therefore, if the discharge
dipoles are distributed in limited narrow ranges
of hand e values surrounding their average values,
the difference between the occurrence percentage
values of the opposite signs will become more
considerable than what is indicated in Table 2.
In this case, all the curves illustrated in Fig. 3
will be moved more or less toward the s maller
value direction of e • Therefore the conclusion is
that the estimated value e, using Table 2 and
equati ons (6) and (8), is in any way not larg e r
than the average of the actual inclination s of the
dipoles.
Since the accuracy of the estimatio~s of the
distances r is by no means so high, the value 9
obtained from the above discussion is of course
not highly reliable. Nevertheless there seems
some contradictory to exist between the value less
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than 30~4-oo obtained by the author and the value
reported by Workman and his colleagues .(l)
According to their report the horizontal separation of a discharge dipole is statistically a few
times larger than the vertical separation of it.
However, they estimated this value once more afterwards(9) and derived the value about 25o which
agreed f a irly well with our expectation.

5.

Movement of electric charges contributing
to a lightning discharge and types of
electrostatic field changes

~he waveform of an electrostatic fi eld change
represents the process of a neutralization of
electricity, i.e ., the process of a lightning
discharge. Let us first assume a simple model of
dipole discharge, in which the process is completed by a streamer advancing from either of the two
poles to the other pole. So far as t he electrostatic field change due to a dipole discharge is
concerned , the above simple streamer process of
a discharge can be replaced by a movement of either
of the two point charges toward the other of the
dipole. We shall limit our discussion only to
the case of positive dipole hereafter.

A)

Discharge produced by a descending
positive point charge.

As the negative point charge composing the
lower pole of a dipole does not move in this case,
the electrostatic field change due to this process
of a discharge must thoroughly result from the
movement of the positive point charge to descend
from s 1 to s 2 . If the time t is measured from the
moment of start of the point charge movement , and
if the position of the positive point charge P
at the time t is denoted with s , the electrostatic
field produced by the positive charge Q at the
time t will be
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where we use the same notation as that of the
previous section. The net field change at this
moment will be
F ( s)

Fp ( s) - Fp ( s ) •
1

=

( 11 )

Let us assume at first the positive point charge
P to move along the initial dipole axis with a
constant velocity v.,. Then the position of P is
giver: by
( 1 2)
s = s - vt.
1
Hence the time differential of the electrostatic
field produced in this case is as follows.
dF/dt=dF

p

(s)/ds·ds/dt

_ -2QV ·COS 6 CP 2 ± .f's • SjntJCOS~- ~ s2 )
u ) - 2.fs. sinElcos~ ± s2 ) ~7

( 13 )

We shall introduce here the value s 0 defined from
the following equation.
p 2 ± ps sinAcosp- 2 s 2 =0
0

0

(1 4)

Here the value s 0 represents the position of the
positive point cfiarge P, where the charge P affects
the strongest field onto the observation point
throughout its advancement. This can clearly be
seen in the following relations:
dF/dt

=0

s

= s0 ,

dF/dt>O

dF/dt <0
The position represented by s 0 will often be call ed hereafter as the transition point on a dipole
axis. ~ In accordance with the value s
0 relative
to the values s 1 and s 2 , the following three types
of field changes will oe produced.
i) If s 1 >s 2 > s , it follows dF/dt>O and
0 the field F falls into the
+ type.
ii) If s >s >s ; it follows dF/dt>Ofo r the
1
0
2 variable s to change from
s 1 to s 0 , and dF/dt<O
for the variable s to
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change from s 0 to s , and
so F falls int:o the 2 +-type.
iii) If s 0 >s 1 > s , it follows dF/dt<O and F
2 falls into the - type.
The position of the transition point s 0 thoroughly
depends on the position of the observation point,
in other words, the position of the observation
point which gives a constant s 0 value can be fixed
by equation (14) for each discharge. Equation
(14) a l so repre~ents a circle with the radius
s (2 + si•ft:J/4) 1 /~ whose center is located at
0

(s

sine/2 :n:) •

I f tRe observation point is located within a region
l i mited be tween the two critical circ les which will
be obtained by putting s 0 = s 1 and s 0 = s 2 i nto
equation (14), the value s 0 wnich can be fixed from
the position of the observation point will take a
value between s 1 and s 2 • In this case the field
change will fall into 'Che + .-- type. The reversal
circle given by equation (3) must of course take
a position between these two critical circles above
described and does not cross with them. An example
of the circle is ~illustrated in Fig. 4. The field
changes observed in the four regions limited by
these three circles fall respectively into the +,
+- -( +),+- -(-) and - types from inside t o outside.
Discharge produced by an ascending negative
point charge.
I n this case we assume that the negative
charge will advance from s 2 to s 1 and that the
pos itive charge will not.move. If the position of
the negative point charge is represented with s
at the time t, then it follows
B)

(1 5)

F (s) =F

and

N

(s) -F

N

(s)

2

'

( 1 6)

s = s + vt.
C1 7)
Hence dF/dt in this case is given in the very same
expression as equation (13). If the p0sition s
i s given by the s ame equation (14), the foll owiRg
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three type s are t o be produced according as s 1 and
s 2 are l~r ge r or smaller than s .
0
i) If s >s 2 > s

1

0~

ii) If sl > so > s2'

it follows dF/dt>O, and
F falls into the + type.
it follows dF/dt < 0 for
the variable s to c~ange
from s 2 to s 0 , and dF /dt > 0
for the va riable s to change
from s 0 to s 1 , and so in this
case F falls into the - - +
type.
it follows dF/dt<O, and F
fa lls into the - type.

Although the area is divided into the four regions
similar to the case A) shown in Fig . 4-, the ·types
of field changes observed in the respective
regions are respectively the +, _ _.,..+(+), _....,..+(-),
and - types from the inside to the outside regions
in this case .
Table 3.

Occurrence percentages of the two
transitional types.

Distance

0
5
10
15

Type
- ---+

Number of
data

(Km)

+--

-

100
93
67
25

0 %
7
33
75

10
4-3
66
4-

77

23 %

123

5
10
15
25

Total

As it is expected from the above two cases,
the rates of occurrence of the simple field change
types, i.~ ,+ and - types, are seen being r el atively
low in the intermediate range of di s t ances in Tabl e
1. As to the transitiona l t ypes of field changes
which are found ln the regions II and III in Fig.
4-, it is easy to see that the field change with a
maximum, i.e., the+-+ - type, must be produced by
the movement of a positive electric charge, while

1 9'

0

10 km

IV

c

Fig. 4. An example of r eversal and critical circl es.
The altitudes of P and N are 8 and 4 km
r espective ly, and the inclination of PN is
30° •

A. Reversal circl e .
B. Inner critical circle.
C. Outer critical circle.
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the field change with a mJ.nJ.mum, i.e., the--+
type, must be produced by the movement of a negative
electric charge. The situation would not be changed, if the polarity of a dipole was reversed.
Therefore, the occurrence rates of the two transitional types of field changes, the +--- type and the
--+type, must give the information about the
polarity of the moved electric charge. Table 3
shows tte respective rates of occurrences of the
two transitional types. It is clear from the table
that the +--- type generally predominates over the
- --+ type~ and particularly in the vicinity of
lightning discharges, almost all of the transitional
type fie ld changes are of the +~- type. Thus the
cloud discharge generally must be represented by a
discharge process developed by a positive streamer
descending from the upper positive charged portion
to the lower negative porti on of a thundercloud.
This is some\vhat contrary to the result obtained
by Smitt(6)~ who reported that a considerable part
of positive dipole discharges in thunderclouds
were produced by the ascending movement of a
negative charge. Concerning this point, the occurrence rate of the ---+ type, however, increases
wit h the increase in the distances, although the
reliability of the rate values i n the ranges of
distances 0_,_,5 and 15~25 km is of course not high
enough because of the shortage in the number of
data in these ranges. If we may neglect these
defects r esulting from the shortage of the data,
it will be somewhat questionable to conclude simply
from the measured values of total occurrenc e rate
of transitional type fields that about 314 of cloud
discharges a re produced by the downward development
of a positive streamer, and that the rest 1/4 by
the upvJard movement of a negative streamer.
One of the possible i nterpr etations of the
statistical character of the transitional type of
field changes with the distances will be given as
follows: a cloud discharge generally does not
always take place between two opposing charge
centers forming a dipole, but often between three
or four opposing charge centers suc ce ssively, in
other words, two dipoles discharging succesive ly.
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For example , i f a cloud dischar ge is initiated with
the breakdown of a positive dipole and fol lowed by
that of a negative dipole, then the +-. - type will
be observed i n the short range of distances, while
the - -+ type will be obse r ved in the long range of
dista~ces .
If the greater part of actual cloud
discharges have the struc tur e of this kind of dual
dipole, the statistical chara cter shown in Table 3
will sufficiently be interpreted. In this interpretation, however , the subsequent negative d:pole
discharge must be considered being compara~i vely
small in its scale and perhaps of a secondary
meaning in contrast to the first positive di)ole
discharge, for the simple type of field cnan~es
c learly predominates over the transit ional type i n
the near as well as distant ranges.
Another more probable interpretati on of :he
statistical character given in Table 3 will ~e to
consider the movements of the two opposite s~gn
point charges simultaneously occurring in th9
reversed directions to each othe r. In this ~ase
t he predominance of the + ~- type in the short
distances will be interpreted by the assumption
that a considerable diffe rence in the alti~udes
exists between the two streamer processes deve l oped
in the reversed directions, i.e., the assuuption
that the altitude of ~he moving positive pJint
charge is considerably lower than that of ~ he
movi ng ~egative point charge. The field ctange
du e to a cloud discharge in the shorter disi:ance
will principally be influenced by the movemen~ of
a posi~ive point charge representing the posi~ive
dmmv.mrd streamer located at a lower a lti tude,
while in the longer distance , it will bec0me to be
influenced by the movement of a negative poini:
charge representing th e negative upward streamer
located at a higher altitude as well as by the
former. Therefore the field ~hange s of this kind
will be interpreted also from a ai.scharge process
composed of a mid-gap streamer as observed in the
laboratory experiment of a spark discharge.(lO)
Generally a cloud discharge will be initiated at
first in the neighbourh ood of the boundary layer
whe re the electric field is the strongest in the
space between the two opposite poles of a discharge
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dipole.

And the streamer thus initiated will

adva.nce to the upward as well as downward
where the upward negative
streamer rt~i ll neutralize the positive electricity
distributed in the upper portion of a thundercloud,
and the do-vmward positive streamer lvill neutralize
the negative electricity in the lower portion of
it. The process of a mid-gap streamer can be
approxi mated by a positive a nd a negative point
charge to start simultaneously in th e reversed
directions from a point sl located on the straight
line connecting the two ctlarge centers s 1 and s .
The field change due to this mid - gap streamer 2
model wil l be given in the following paragraph.
proba.bJy

di:r~?.c~ion s imultaneously~

C) Dis char ge produced by the simultaneous

movements of a positive point charge
descending from s~ to s 2 and a negative
point charge ascertding rrom s to s .
1
3
i) s 1 >s >s 2 >s 0 : FP and FN
are both the+
1
3
type, so the resultant F
fal ls into the + type.
ii ) s 1 > s > s >s : Fp is the +-- type and FN
0
2 is the + type, so the
3
r esultant F falls into one
of the +, +~-, and +-»--+
types.
Fp is the - type and FN is
the ---+ type, so the
resultant F falls into one
of th e - - -+, and ---+--types.
iv) 5 o:>sl >s3>s2: Fp and FN are both the
- type , so the resultant
F falls into the - type.
The transition from i) toward iv) is seen to correspond to the increase of the distance between the
discharge and the observation point, for if the
distance increases , generally the value s 0 will
increase at the same t ime. The cases i) and iv)
actually correspond to the regions I and IV given
in Fig. 4 respectivelY, and give the same result

24that we have already obtained through the discussion of the paragraphs A) and B). However, in
the transitional cases ii) and iii), it is in any
way no t easy to see which type could interpret the
actual field change, for the field change types
in these cases vary their characters in a considerably complicated manner in accordance with the
duration, velocity and direction of the movement
of each point charge representing a streamer.
Neve r theless, Table 1 shows that the -~ + type, the
minor group of the transitional types, accompanies
a small number of the - -- +--- type field changes
which may be inte rpreted as to represent the
influence of Fp included in the case iii), while
the ~--- type, the major g roup, does not accompany
even a small number of the +------+ type ::'ie ld
change s which represent the influence of FN
included in the case ii). Thus it may be conc luded
that the negative slow process generally has only
a secondary importance in the actual contribution
to the neutralization of the thundercloud electricity.
Values of h , e and h , e can be estimated
respectively wit~ respect fo the outer and the
inner critical circles by employi ng the similar
procedure through which values of h, e have been
estimated with respect to the reversal c ircle.
In the cases A) and B) the inner critical circle
separates the region corresponding to the + type
from those of the other types, and likewise the
outer critical circle separates the region representing the - type from those of the other types.
In the case of the paragraph C) the relative
positions of the two boundaries to di~inguish the
field change types may more or less approach
nearer to each other, despite this we shall limit
here our considerations to the cases A) and B)
tentatively. If we consider a cloud dis charge
appearing at the distance r from the observation
station, the probability P2 that the station is
included inside the inner critical circ l e, or in
the other expressi on , the probability that the
field change due to the discharge is of the + type
will be represented as follows:

P2
P2

= 1 - cos- 1 k 2 /n
-1< k < 1
2
= o,
k2~-l
= (2h 2 - r2j3rh 2tan9.* The curves

(18)

where k
in
solid lfnes sh6wn in Fig. 5 represent the conditions
impos ed upon h2 and e to satisfy the following
values estimated from Table 1.
"2

= 0. 53~ 0 . 77 at
=
=

r

=5

krn,

p 2 = 0 .18 ~ 0. 53 at r = 10 km and
P2
0** at r
15 km.

The probability p1 that the observation station is
included in the outer critical circle, or in the
other expression, that the field change is of the
types other than the - type will be represented
as f ollO\..rs:
j)l = 1'
kl ~ 1
p1 = 1 - cos- 1 k /1t , -1-< k 1 < l
(19)
1
* The quantity k 2 corresponds to the case where
the observation point takes any location on the
earth 's surface with equal probability around the
horizontal projection of the negative charge
center N, and does not represent the case where
the observation point takes any position on the
same plane with equal probability around the
horizontal projection of the cent er of the dipole
PN. In the latter case k 2 will be represented as
follows:
k2

= {2~

-l--

Ch

1

-h )
2

(h 1 +Sh )
2

tarle/4}/r Cb1 +2h 2 ) tanS.

But the difference between these two is generally
a trivial one .
** Table 1 indicates that if r = 15 km the
observation point will always excluded from the
inner critical circle irrespe~ive of the position
of the observation point relative to individual
cloud discharges. So the P2 value in this case
should not be equal to 0""'0.18 but equal to 0.
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pl

= o,

kl~ -1

where k 1 = (2hi- r 2 )/3rh 1 tan 9. Values of p 1
estirr.ated from Table 1 are as follows in this
case:
P1 = 1 at r = 5 k.Jn, p = 0. 68-0.97 at r = 10
km and p = 0.16-----0.6~ at r = 15 km.
1
The domain which satisfies these conditions is
indicated with the curves in broken lines gi ven
in Fig . 5. We can estimate from the fig~re the
altitudes h 1 , h 2 r espectivel y of the pos~tive and
the neg3.tive polnt charge centers P and K, v1hich
give the values no less than 8 km for h 1 ~nd
.3 .5 -v6 km for h . For a more accurate estimation
of these altitu~es, espec ially for h 1 value, it
is needed to improve the measuring accuracy of
discharge dis t anc es especially in the lon[ range
of distances. In the case C), the positicns of
both charg e centers may be more separate :rom each
other than the cases A) and B). Especial:y it
seems probable for the value h 1 to increas0 in
this case, for the influence of FN on tje
resultant field change F is actually on:y a small
one. But we have found that the cloud a~scharges
producing the transitional type fields s~atistically
have about 30 %longer durations than the a~scharges
producing the simple type fields r e presentee in
the median values,(ll) and this may r everse:y
reduce the average separation between the :wo
opposite point charge cent ers . As a conclusion
the effective altitudes of the two charge centers
may be estimated at about 7'""'-11 km and 3-----6 YJll
respectjvely and the separation of them at about
3~6 km .
It is important to measure the distances
of individual lightning discharges from the static,n
more accurately to improve our knowledges about the
vertical separations of the tvJO opposite charge
centers in a thundercloud.
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Inc lination 9

Fig.

5.

The altitudes of both chargesand the
axial inclination of a dipole . Two
hatched areas sati sfy t he conditioLs
assigned fr om the observed occurrenc e
rat e s of r e spec t ive types in th e
el e ctrostat ic fi e l d cha nges due to
cloud discharges .
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6.

Waveform of rapid field change

With the aid of a r ecording technique to
eliminate the slow component of the field changes
due to a cloud discharge and to emphasize the
rapid component of them, we have found many small
rapid field chang e s generally to repeat themselves
in the course of the slow electrostatic field
chang e du e to a cloud discharge. (11)(12)
The waveform of a rapid field change produced by
a cloud discharge appearing in the near distance
from the station is generally constructed of round
pulses with the duration of several hundred
microseconds. Although the form of such an
individual pulse may be subjected to an appreciable
deformation due to the short time constant l msec
of the apparatus, it must generally correspond to
an electrostatic field change due to a rapid
movement of a considerably small amount of e l ec tricity. The round pul se will be designated as a
static pulse herea fter following this standpoint.
In maximum as much as 70 static pulses have be en
measured to appear on a slow field change due to
a cloud discharge. The median value of the
number of static puls e s is 14 and half of the
measured values of them lie between 7 and 25 .
Let us assume that a static pulse will be produced
by •a local discharge'. The amount of el ec tricity
and the transf e r distance of it, which relate to
a loca l discharge, must of course be much smaller
than those of a slow process of cloud discharge.
The e l ectrostatic field change due to a local
discharge, however, should be classified into
anyone of the four types shown in Fig . 6(A) in
accordance with the polarity of a local dipole,
the polarity of R str eame r that develops a local
discharge, and the direction and the position of
occurrence of it. The four types will be designated
as the +, -, ~and +types of static puls e s
respectively. Of course they will probably be
subjected to a considerable deformation as
illustrat ed in Fig. 6(B) und e r the influence of
the too short value of the time constant of the
apparatus.
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In the intermediate distance, the rapider
oscillatory pulses are seen to superpose themselves
on a static pulse, and if the distance is increased
further the high fr equency oscillatory pulses
become the only e xiste nce which occupies the whole
duration of the field change due to a cloud discharge. Such a qualitative change in the waveform
characteristics must be attribut ed to the propagation characters of the three terms composing
an electromagnetic fi eld change due to a cloud
discharge . It is well known that these t erms
can be represe nted by the following equations, if
the propagation distance of the field change is
sufficiently larg er than the altitude and the
charge separation length of a signal source dipole.

(A)

L
+

(B) ~

~

~

~

+

'C7

./",c:;:;=--

"'\J

~

Fi g . 6 . Four types of static pulses .
(A) The actual waveform of el e ctrosta tic
fi eld change produced by a local
r ap i d proce ss .
(B) The observed waveform of static
pulse, which i s deformed by the
influence of the short time
constant of the r ecorder .
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Es

= M/r3, Er = (dM/dt)/cr2,

(20)
- E + ER
1
where c is the velocity of light, ~ is twice of
the verti cal component of the disciarge dipole
mome~t, and the earth is assumed to have the perfect
conductivity. The distance where EE becomes larger
than E8 depends upon the time depencent ~ature of
the dipole moment M, and it becomes the s:naller if
the discharge process becomes the rapider. which
point can clearly be seen in equation (20 •
If we take the r e lation repres ented by e~~ation (20)
into account, it will be reasonable to ccnside r
that a static pulse appearing on near di2tance
waveforms does not come from the same or:gin as
that of an individual radiation pul8e ac:ually
observabl e in a longer distance, but it ias a close
relation to a group of radiation pulses ~o f a r as
their origins are conc e rned. The radia~ion pulses
will, therefore, give us the more de:ai:ed knowledge about the fine structure of a :ocal discharge
producing a static plilse . In this 3ense the
relation betv1een CJ. static pulse anc a group of
radiation pulses may be compared w:th the r elation
between a gradual electrostatic .fic.:::..d change ar_d
the r epea ted static pulses.

~

=

(d2M/dt2)/c2r,

E

= E8

7. Re lation between the slow ele ctrostatic

fi e ld change and the rapid static puls e 2

The slow electrostatic fi e ld change due to a
cloud discharge is influenced for the most par~
by the slov.1 movem·2nt of electricity contri buticg
to the main part of a cloud discharge, whil e
th e static pulse. which can be recorded by employing an emphasizing technique of the rapid component
of the fi eld change , is mainly attributed to a
rapid stream process of comparatively small amount
of el e ctricity. So that there should be some
correlation to exist between the two. Following
these ideas l et us assume that a static pulse will
be produced by a rapid small loca l discharge which
occurs when the slow process of a cloud discharge
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An example of the simult.D.''l~uu.~-; r e cords of the e lectrostatic
field and the r api dly changing field produced ty a cloud
dischar ge .

w
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reaches a locally accumulated portion of electricity. If the slow process is mainly influenced by
the movement of either of the two main point charge3
composing a cloud discharge, and if the rapid local
process occurs in the neighbourhood of the effective
moving head of the main point charge, and moreover
if the difference between the directions of the
two processes is trivial, the polarity of a static
pulse will be the same as that of the slope of
the slow field change with r espect to the time .
Table 4 shows the r el a tion of both the polarities,
which have been obtained from the measurement on
the r ecord of wavefor~displayed on a dual beam
oscillograph. An example of the record is shown
in Fig . 7. In the tabl e the e l ectrostatic field
changes are classifi ed into respective 7 types.
The percentage values in the tabl e all represent
the occurrence rat es of the positive polarity of
the static pulse, i.e., the + type, appea ring in
the periods respectively corresponding to the
decreasing (-), the increasing (+),and the flat
(0) portions of the slow electrostatic fi eld change
due to a cloud discharge. The occurrence rate of
the negative polarity of the static pulse will be
given by each r esidual value of the perc e ~tag es
given in the table. * The symbol s +, -, and 0,
each indicating the inclination of the slow e l ectrostatic field change due to a cloud discharge , a r e
arranged in the first colwnn of the table in accordance with the variation in the inclination of the
appearing slow field change.

* The mixed polarities of tho stati c pulses,
i.e., the ± and+ types, have been neg l ected in
the es timation of the table, but t he occurrence
rates of these twa a r G cons i derably smaller than
tho se of the positive and the negative polaritie s
of pulses .
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So that the upper half of the table represents the
case where the decrease, flat, and increase appear
in succession, or a d e crease is followed by a flat,
or a flat is followed by i:<.n increase. Likewise the
lower half of the table represents the case where
the increase , fl a t? and decrease appear in succession, or an increase is followed by a flat, or a flat
is followed by a decrease.
Table 4. Occurrence percentage of the positive
polarity of the static pulse in the
respective portion of the slow elec trostatic field change.
Polarity of
dF/dt

!

Type of field changes

-----+.....,·-

+ +--+---(+) (-)

----+----+
(+) (-)

13

( 9 ) (A 0)

0

+

~

!

+

93

0

87

94
9 .1
66

(

)

.

52
82
91

!

88
23 2 9

88

-

10 1 0
8 %
(2
1)
4 1
33
9 2 (67)

~

84

The number of dlata l.S

30.

Total

9%
35
88
93
89
35

less than

Table 4 roughly satisfies the expectation given
in the above discussion, and the polarity of the
differential coefficient of the slow e l ectrostatic
field change roughly coincides with that of the
corresponding static pulses. For example in the
initial portion of a slow electrostatic field
change , i.e., the - and the +portions respcectively of -, 0, +and +, 0, - inclination variations
given in the first column of the table , no less
than 90 %of the appearing static pulses have the
same polarity as that of the inclina tion of the
electrostatic fi e ld change . In contrast to this,
it is also evident from the t a ble that a flat
portion preceded by a decreasing section generally
produces more negative puls es than positive.

Ancl inversely a flat portion preceded by an increas-

ing section generally produces mor e positive static
pulses than n~~ative. These observational facts
seem to indicEt te the point that the transition in
the polarities of static pulses generally appears
samc;wh~t later than the variation in the polarities
of the inclinations of the s low electrostatic fi eld
change . This point is particula rly clear ~n the
transition from positive to negativeo I n :he
- 1 - - ( +) type fi eld, the decreasing sectior_ accompanies a considerably larger number of pos i ~ive
static pul ses than negative pul ses . This is rather
contrary to the gene r al agreement of both the
polarities of the slow and the rapid field changes.
In the case of the + ...... - ( - ) type field, -che time
duration of the decreasing section is to ~e
statistically longe r than that of the +-~ - (+) type
field~ so the decreasing section becomes tc accomp:llJY 2. larger number of negative pulses thar_
pcsitive pulses. The time interval between :he
:;:>c specti ve transitions of polarities of the 2lm:
and the rapid electrostatic field changes CR~ he
determined by measuring the time int erval jetween
Lhe occurrence of a maximum or a minimum o: a slew
field change and that of the equal occurroLse
rates of positive and negative static puls0i.
It is gene rally r a ther difficult to obtain :~e
ezact values of the time intervals. However, the
rc:1gh estimation He have made gives the vc-.lues
about 0 .02 to 0.10 s ec in the transition :~om
positive to negative , and about 0.01 to 0.)5 sec
in the r eversed tran3ition .
These observational facts just described seem to
lead us to the following inferrences as to tne
character of the rapid discharge process prouucing
a static pulse, i.e., the loca l di schar ge . The
effective position of occurrence of a local cischarge must be located statist i cally somewhat
behind the effective position of the main point
charge which moves at a slow speed to produce the
continuou s and gradual field change due to a cloud
discharge. * Therefore it seems necessa r y to
infer that a local charge , which is forc ed to move
by the arrival of the positive electricity moving
s l oHly downward, will ascend ra pidly over a
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considerable length of the channel previously
prepared by the slow process. The position of the
rapid movement of a local charge inferred from the
ele ctric field change due to it of course repre sents
nothing other than a rough sense~ so the position
may be thought to indicate the central portion of
this movement. If the assumption is corr ect ~ a
rapid movement of local elsctricity -- pro bably a
rapid streamer ~ro c ess -- 5 exc!ted by the slow
do1>mward movement of positive electricity 5 should
trace the distance from 0.4 to 2 km 5 which is
twice as much as the distance trave rs ed by the
slow movement of positive electricity in 0.02 to
0.1 sec. In contrast to this, a rapi d movement of
a local charge exc ited by the slow movement of
negative e l ectricity seems to trace the distance
shorter than t he above estimated values 5 because
the first 5 a negative streamer develops itself at
a slower speed than a positive streamer under the
same condition of spark development 5 (13) and the
second, t he time length of tho transitional period
in the case of the slow movement of negative
e lectricity is only about half of that of positive
e l e ctricity . However, it is rather an irJr .:::ciur:: n t
event to observe a negative slow proc e ss of
e l e ctricity movement separat ed from a positive slow
process , so the estima tion of ~he l ength of the
rapid movement of local e l ectrici ty in association
with the former will be a difficult problem.
For the purpose to interpret the supe rpos ed effect
of the two slow processes of electricity movement,
it is extremely desirable to locate the origin of
each static pulse in the three dimensions.

* In a r ough approximat ion to replace an
e lectrical process of a n actual cloud discharge
with a simple destruction of a dipole, the eff ective
position of a moving main point charge at any
instant during the discharge process will not
generally coincide with the tip of an actual slow
str eamer developing the process. However~ the
difference existing be tween the two seems to be
a trivial one as compared with the separation length
of a local dipole because of the slow speed of
cloud discharge development.
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8. Discharge inside a thundercloud accompanied
by ground strokes
It is well known that a slow discharg e
process generally takes place in a thundercloud
during the period of a ground discharge.
Concerning this point our r ecords of electrostatic
field changes also have indicated the va riation
similar to that of J and F processes reported by
Ma lan and Schonland.(l4)(15) The electrostatic
field change called J field change appearing
between each of multiple ground strokes is generally of a negative inclination in a vicinity of the
discharge, but the polarity is reversed in a distant ~lace from the discha r ge. In an intermediate
distance, it is of the positive polarity between
the strokes in the earlier half period of a ground
discharge, but it turns to the negative in the
later half period of it. Such a property of J
field change is s een being similarly observable
in F field change which appears after the last
ground stroke. If we take the stepwise field
changes due to the return strokes out of our
consideration, the slow variation of an electrostatic field, which can be obtained by connecting
the field changes appearing between successive
strokes and after the last stroke, is classifiable
in every case into one of the several types similar
to the case of cloud discharges. The occurrence
percentage of each type is shown in Table 5.
On a r ecord of the rapidly changing field due to
a ground discharge, we can also find many static
pulses to occur between, as well as afte r, the
large pulses which correspond to ground strokes .
The large ground stroke pulse has almost always
a positive and very steep pulse front, so there
is no difficulty to discriminate the static puls e
from the ground stroke pulse . In this case, we
can also r e cognize the same polarity principle
be tween the polarity of the time differential of
the slow e l e ctrost~tic field and that of the static
pulse included in the respective portion. The
relation is shown in Table 6 in the same manner
that we have used in Tabl e 4.
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5.

Table

Occurrence percentage 9f each type
of slow electrostatic field changes
due to ground discharges.

Distance

Type

+

(km )

Number of

+--

0 5
5 - 10
10 - 1 5

5

75

20

22
53

22

56
38

1 5 -

83

25

6

--+

data

%

16

23
32

3

1 7

6

Table 6. Occurrence percentage of positive
polarity of static pulses in ground
discharges.
Polarity
of dF/dt

+
0

(

)

Type of slow change

+

+--

93
(8 7)

89
72
24

Total

%

9 1%

4 3

61

1 1

1

7

The case where the number of pulses
is less than 30.

The general difference of the slow process
of a ground discharge from that of a cloud discharge is as follows. The polarity of the dipole
contributing to the slow process of a ground discharge is negative and has a reversed relation to
that of q cloud discharge, because the net field
change is negative in a near distance and becomes
positive in a long distance. The slow process
accompa~ied by a grolli~d discharge neutralizes the
upper negative and the l ower positive charges, in
other words, the main distribution of negative
charge in the lower part of a cloud and the posi~
tive charge raised from the ground through the
process of ground strokes. Therefore, the fact
that a lmost all of the transitional field changes
due to the slow processes of ground discharges
fall into the +--- type tells us that the slow
process is not advancedby a negative streamer but
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by a positive streamer ascending inside a thundercloud. It must be noticed that the main par~ of
a slow process within a thundercloud is a~ways
developed by a slow streamer growing from :he
positively ~barged portion of a thunderclo~d
independ ent of the polarity of a dipole con:ributin g to a lightning discharge. The property ;f a
streamer apt. to develop from an anode rather than
from a cathode has already been recognized in ~he
laboratory experiments(l3) and also in the theory
of sparks.(l6)
The altitudes of the positive el edrit:ity
and the n egative electricity distributions estimated from Table 5 are respectively 2 ~.__ 5 and 6------ 9
km on the average and are lower than those of a
cloud discharge, though the negative charge center
itself is represented in a somewhat higher altitude than the case of a cloud discharge. The data
in Table 5 are too rough to give the estimate of
the inclination of the dipole axis, but there seems
to be no expectation of proving ~he point that the
axis of slow process of a ground discharge should
have a quite diff e r ent inclination from that of
a cloud discharge on the average and come nearer
to the ve rtical direction.

9. Signs of static pulses
The sign of a static pulse is r e l ated to that
of the differential co ef fi~i en t with r e spect to
the time of the portion of electrostatic fi eld
change, which involves the concerning static
pulses, so that the signs of successive static
pulse s are ap t to be kept the same over a considerable period of a cloud discharge. It is not rare
that the successtve static pulses have their signs
unchanged over more than 10 times during the slow
process of a cloud dis char ge . The variation of
static pulse signs with the progress of a cloud
discharge generally indicates rather a systematic
charact e r and can be classified into the following
five categories: +, -, +-"'""-, - -+, and complex
types. These of course should correspond resp ect-
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ively to the e l ectrostatic field types of the same
denominations in their characters of origins.
For exampl e ,the +-r- type begins with a train of
the + type static pulses end chang$the sign on
the way of the s ame cloud discharge process and
ends with a train of the - type stati c pulses .
Table 7 shows the occurrence rat~of r espec tive
types on the signs of stat ic pulse tr a ins , In this
cas e the number of data is muc~ large r t han that
of the electrostatic fi e ld, bec aus e the r ecords
have been obta inGd at higher sensitivities than
the ca s e of e lectrosta tic fi eld r ecord e r. As to
the static pulse s produc ed by a ground discharge
we can s ee the simila r property to the case of a
cloud discharge. The compa rison of Ta bl e 7 ·~:~i th
Tables l and 5, which relate to the slow electrostat ic field change, clearly shows the similar
sta tistic al characte r of the types with r es pect to
the change in the distance s. However, the degrees of
variation i n t h e former table a r e generally more
ins ensitive compa r ed with the latte r two. This
may be at tribut ed to the broader distribution in
the discharge altitudes or in the dire c t i ons of
a xes of local discharges which produce static
pulses . One of t he r Ga son of the above differences
will consist in the direct ion of each local dis charge , a s a stat ic pulse origin, to deviate from
that of the slow process of a cloud discharge ,
but ttis factor would not influenc e appreciably the
statistic al characteristics of the local discharge
directions, if we ta.ke account of vlhat will be described i n the following. Another fundamental reason
will perhaps come from the accur acy of the e stimati on in distances of individual lightning disc harges .
In Table 7, the a ssumption has been made that all
the dischar ges r ec orded on a cine film coile d up
in one r eel ha ve the distances involve d in a dist ance r ange r e pr esented i n the t a ble, for they
have been r ecord ed in the short period not exceediug five minutes. However, it is quite possible
that an a pprec i abl e number of the data may
fr e quently be clas sified into wrong distance
ranges in the table . Further it was r epo r ted by
Hatakeyama(l7) that the succe eding lightning
discharge s chang e d their locations horizontally
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ove r the area of the magnitude 1 -~ 6 km in diameter
from a discharge to another. The increas e in the
s ensitivity of the recorder, in other words, to
consider not only the larger amplitude recor d s but
also the smaller amplitude r ecords at the same time,
will r e sult in giving a rougher e stimation of the
discharge distances.
Table 7. Occurrence percentage of each polarity
variation type of static pulse trains.
Sort of
discharge

(km)

nCloud
discharge

-

5
10
15

15 -

25

5 10

--

Ground
discharge

Type

Distance

I
I

0 5
1
(1
5 1[1 - 15
15 - 25

I

+--

--+

3
15
34
69

28
2f'l
12
6

3
9
14
13

35
26
29
18

3[)
23

2
2

2<1

[1

14

4

+

-

63
47
34
7
27
31
44
61

Compl.

3 .%
9

6
5
6
8
3
3

Number of
data

341
556
4[16
283
77

88
59
67

It is very we l l known that the photographic
image of a lightning flash l a rg ely indicates
b endings and branchings along its channel, and
this feems t o indica t e the existence of space
charge accumul ations at the s e points. It is very
proba ble that the condition to produce many space
charge concentrations is fulfill ed inside a thundercloud much better than outside of it, so that the
slow discharge process in a thund e rcloud is expe ct ed
t o be subj e cted to much more bendings and branching s than what the fl ~ sh photogra phs actually
i ndicate . Some smaller electrostatic field changes
n egl e cte d in the cl a ssification into the typic a l
typ e s may be r e sponsible for such irregulari tie s
in the deve l opment of a slow discharge pro cess .
A sta tic pulse generally has the sign similar to
that of the time diffe renti a l of the corr e sponding
slow el e ctro stat ic f i e ld change. Neve rthe l e ss the
di r ection of progress of a loca l discharge as the
origin of a s tatic pulse may deviate more or less
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from that of the main a xis of the slow process,
because the succeeding occurrence of static pulses
will largely be influenced by a somewhat scattere1'
nature of local charge accumulations. If tr,e
distribution of local charge accumulations Her:'
regular and the positions of succe2ding local
discharges were displaced in a re~~lar manner 01 ~
the main axis, tL; period of thP- + type static
pulses and that of the - type static pulses would
perfectly be discriminated en ~ ither s~de of the
value s 0 in equation (14), and the period, \.'heJ'3
the + a1'1d the - types of sta·c ic pulses were mixed
with each other, would not be recorded. On the
actual record, however, we can generally see a
mixed period appearing on the way of the transition
in the polarity of a static pul.se train from + to
- or from - to + . The length of a mixed period
will be increased, if the degree of deviation of
a local discharge direction from the main direction
of a cloud discharge is increased, in other wo rds,
if the degree of irregularities in the di stributi on
of local charge accumulations is considerable.
The duration of a mixed period is, for instance,
d efined on the record of the +~- type rapid field
change waveform as the time interval between the
first - static pulse and the l ~ st + static puls e .
However, so to speak exceptio~al pulses, which
sometimes appear isolatedly C.uring an opposite sign
period of a static puls e tru 2n, a r e of course
n eglected in this measur e~e~t. The durations of
mixed polarity periods a~e ~li of 1imilar magnitude
irrespective of the type 0f the ra~id fi eld change
waveform, i. e., the+ - - typ o ct -.:,h(:;; · ---+ type,orDf
the discharges being re la~ ef ~o che earth or not.
The actual measurement gi \TC) c; t L~· :!~<::'liu.' _ value 0. 06
sec and half of the mcas tll' c .: \r:.l ue__, at.'c: dist ri but~d
from 0. 04 to 0 .1 1 s e c. .t'be ~l..i s tance traversed by
the slow process in thes~ ~!Yed u~r iod3 will be
0 . 4----.... 1.1 km, provj_ded thP veloc i ~-J- of it is 106
em/s e c. The r ef or e. the cl:i:Cfer en ce ir1 the altitude s
of res,ective tips'of b~&n~ h~~ of 2 slow nrocess
Hill not atta in the va:.'_us l '=l.rge r than 1 kn. or th·'
devia t i on of direct ions of loca l discha rg es fro ~
the mai n axis v!ill usuc:J.J.y be only several degr ~;e. ; "
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B~cause, on the boundary of the mixed period, the
following equation should be satisfied, if we
follow the discussion des cribed in section 4.
k Cho + 6 h/ 2 ) = 1 ,
c2 1 )
where k(h) = (2h 9 - r 2 )/3rh-tan 8 , h = r/ IZ,
and e in this case is the angle of d~viation from
the main axis, which is assumed to take the
vertical direction in this approxima tion. Hence
tan e = 26h/3 r .
( 22 )
As the transition of the sign of the static pul ses
from + to - or from - t o + generally is most
fr e q~ently observed in the range of distances
6----10 krn, let us T1Ut these values in !-o equation(22),
then the r e sult will bee = 2- ?a. The es tima ted
vlaue s of e would be too small to r epresent an
appreciable deviation of the local direction from
the main axis at any branching or bending point.
Conce rning this, it will be also reasonable to
infe r that the distance travers ed by a local
discnarge is not very short in any way, but
generally covers a conside rabl e portion of a lightning channel pr eviously prepared by the slow process
of a intracloud discharge .

10.

Static pulses of transitional type

If the transition point so is traversed by a
streamer to develop a r apid local discharge, the
static pulse produced by it '•Till fall into the ±
or the ~ type in accord anc~ wi~h the polarity of
the local streame r as described in s ect ion 6.
We shall designate these t~o types of stat ic pulse s
as a t r ansitional type he r eaft er . Generally speaking, the transitional type static pulse is expect2d
to appear most frequently in a mixed period of both
the + and the - type static pulses with each othe r.
This period will be designated simply as a mixed
period. Table 8 shows how many rates of the z or
the ~ type static pulses are included in the r e spe ctive
four periods, i.e., the two mixed periods on the
way of the transition from + to - or from - to +
and the two simple periods where the occurring
sta tic pulses almost belong to the same simpl e type
+ or -. It is very clear that the table satisfies

expectation. As it has been described in
section 9, the mixed period on a transitional type
rapid field change waveform generally has a time
length ranging from 0.04 to 0.11 sec and statistically occupies only from 10 to 30 %of the whole
duration of a slow process due to a cloud discharge or a ground discharge producing a transitional type field. Mo reover many simple type field
data which do not represent thd transition of the
polarity of their pulse trains are actually included in Table 8 for the sake of convenience.
Therefore we may infer that the occurrence rate of
the transitional type static pulses per unit time
must represent much higher value in the mixed
period than in the simple p eriod of a field change .
ou~

Table 8. Occurrence percentage of the transitional type static pulses in each period
of rapid field change waveforms.
=S=o=~=t=o=f=""l~.r=·y=p=e=
of
discharge

~ulse

Cloud
discharge

±

Ground
discharge

1

I

Mixed period IS imple period Number of
pule es
-t
+--

56
85

8
1

8
9

±

33

+

68

0
0

66
8

Table 9.

28 %

5

25
1 40

0
24

9
38

Occurrence percentages of two
transitional type static pulses in
respective periods.
-

-

Sort of discharge

..

Cloud discharge
Type of
Period

Ground discharge

•.rype of Pulse Number of Type of pulse Number cf
±
~
±
pulses
+
pulses
-

%

Mixed
+-period --+

17
67

89 .%

133
3

10

90

33

Simple
period

13
50

87
50

17
14

67
0

33
100

9
9

15

85

165

19

81

47

Total

+

-

29
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Table 9 is the rearrangement of Table 8, and
indicates the occurrc~ce percentages of ± and
t ype static pulses il' the :respective periods
indicated in Table b. In the Mixed period on the
way of the transition from + to - , the ~ type static
pulses have ~een observeJ to appear about ten times
more frequcGt t· .an the I 1.,ype. 'l'ilis fact cles.rly
tells that a r:tpid l.Jc.a.l c i.scha.cge occurririg i n the
co~rsd of a s low positive proce~s of a cloud or a
ground dis charge is generally developed by a rapid
negative streamer process . In the case of a slow
negative process of a cloud discharge~ rapid local
discha rges seem to be deve loped fr equently by rapid
positive streamer processes~ although this conclusion
is not so reliable as it is in the former case
bec ause of the shortage in the reliable data.
The similar tendency of a rapid local process has
also been investigated in the case of transitional
type static pulses which appear in the simple period
of a rapid field change waveform. However 5 it is
evident that the latter is rather an abnormal case
since we can not record frequently the transitional
type static pulses in the simple period.
According to Table 9 ~ the + type simple period of
a field change due to a cloud discharge includes a
larger ntmber of the ~ type static pulses than the
± type.
This may be explained if the transition
pcint located on the concerning discharge channel
woul6 be asswned to take a position close to the
iJ::·gati vc char e;e center . In this case the =r type
static pulses accompanied by a slow positive p~ocess
-.;ill ~·red:::mj_n, te ov:;r the ± type pulses assumed to
be a3sociat~d with a slav negative process.
Tr: c :mt ra~; t to this 5 the - type simple periou d1.:.e
tc ~ clou~ di:charge ~ndicates a relative increts ~
"i.n i ;·:e ± 7ype 3tatic pulse occurrence as comp1.red
u i th 7.'-.s foJ:i.:er casP 9 because the t r ansition point
in th~s ca:0 wo1l~ b~ l 0cated n~ar to the posit5v?
~~~rge r~nter.
I~ thP case of a g r oun~ dischargds
·:JL,-):·-, i:Y) reco. ·1 ".1. el,; ctro::>tatic field changes has
.··- .,· c o'·.· __;_ ''ed ~,._.~ in'1icate the cxisten( e of a nega ...
Y•.!. ,.. c.; --: '~"-' process associated, the predominace of
t>e ± -eyre static pulses in the + type simple period
~~ems to indicate the f ollowing point that a kind
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of secondary pro cess growing into a local discharge
would be produced rather frequently i n the space
between the upper positive and the lower negative
electric charge centers composing the main dipole
existing i n a thundercloud .
Following these ideas the statistical resu~ts
given in Table 9 will lead us to the fol lowing
inferences concerning the mechanism of an intracloud discharge . A r api d local discharge will be
initiated when a slow process composing the main
part of an intracloud d ischarge will arri ve at a
point cl ose to any one of the local portions which
i nc lude each a consi dera ble accumul ation of e l ect ricity with the opposite polarity to that of the
main slow process. At th i s instance, a streamer
process developing a local discharge will progress
at a high velocity toward the t ip of the s l ow
p~ocess and penetrate as far as a considerable
distance into the channel previously prepared by
the slow process. Fig. 8 i l lustrates the discharge
mechanism model deve loped inside a thundercloud ,
fr om which the statistical results indicated in
Table 9 may be obtained. Following this, it is
usually unnecessary to consider a discharge process
other ttan the following three to inter pret the
mechanism of a cloud discharge; the descending slow
positive streamer process, the ascending slow
negative streamer process , and the mid- gap streamer
process which is the combination of the former two.
In contrast to t his , to interpret the d ischarge
mechanism taking place inside a t hundercloud in
association with a ground discharge, it is not
necessary to consider a di schar ge mechani sm other
than what is composed of an ascending positive
slow streamer process. The relation between the
main slow and the local rapid streamers seerr.s to
have a resemblance to that of a leader process to
th e followi ng return stroke involved in a ground
discharge, except for the differences existing in
their scales, polarities and directions of their
progressions. Concerning this point, it is well
known from the rotatinP
photographic records
of lightning flashes taat the 'recoil ' sometimes
occurs a t the tip of a leader branch terminated
in a clear a ir,(l8) and this may be i nterp r eted
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from the assumtion of the existence of a strong
space charge concentration of the opposite
polarity at the terminal point of the developed
streamer.
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If a rapid streamer travels a comparatively
long distance , it will frequently pass through the
c oncerning transition point and produce a transit ional type static rulse falling into either of the
± or the~ type.
For instance , if the distance
developed by a rapid local streamer is of the order
of 1 k~, a~d if the occurre~ce numter of rapid
local discharges per one slaw process w~ich contri bu~-es to the me.in part of a cloud discharge is 14 ,
and moreover if the to t al Jength of a slow process
is 4- k~1) then the nUi:Jber of successive rapid local
disch~r ges passing through the transition roint
Hill n0t exceed 4 or. the average in the case of a
cloud discharge producing the trarsitional t ype
field change. Generally speaking, the transitional
type static pulses must be considered to have very
small intensities in the case where the local
discharges composing their origins have each an
ordinary magnitude . For instance, if a vertical
rapid local discharge with a given magni tude
extends as long as 1 km ~ the center point of \vhich
is assumed to have the altitude indicated in the
abscissa of Fig. 9 , then the field change whic~
\vill be recorded at the horizontal distance 6J2 km
from the local dis charge will have the amplitude
indicated in the ordinate. It is very clear from
the fi gure that the amplitude of a transitional
type static pulse* must usually be only about one
tenth of that of the simple type static pulse .
Therefore the transi ti onal type static pulses which
can be measured on the waveform r ecords generally
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The intensity of a static pulse
due to a rapid process appearing
at the distance 6/2 km. The rapid
process is assumed to extend to a
vertical length 1 km. The abscissa
indicates the altitude of the center
position of the rapid process.
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must correspond to local discharges hav i ng the
larger scales, so that it will be quite possible
that a waveform record of the +-- - type does not
a lways indicate any transitional type static pulse .
Table 10 represents the occurrence percentage of
field change waveforms due to lightning discharges
which produce either of the ± type or the ~ type
transitional static pulses. The waveforms with
static pulses l ess than 10 are exoeDt ed f r om the
data giv1ng the result of the table~ because the
sens itivity of the recorder in these cases may be
too low to register the transitional type static
pulses sufficiently . In the transitional electric
fi eld records, about half of them have the transit iona l type static pulses, while in the simple type
field r ecords the t ransitiona l type pulses are
found in only 10 %of the data.
Table 10.

Sort of
discharge

Cloud
discha r ge

Ground
discharge

*

Occurrence percentage of the rapid
field change waveforms 11aving or not tJaving the transitional type static
pulses .
'rype of
field

having·
tr . pulse

llu.ving no
tr . Pulse

Number of
da t a

R6%
91

+----++

4
9
43
8

compl .

2~

7~

16

33
8

67
92
54

6
40
2.d

+
-

+1

1

-->+

+--

<16
67

compl.

~[l

57
92

2 18
57
11 9
13

33

3

50

6

A l ocal discharge located at the altitudes

5. 5,........6.5 km will produce a t r ansi tonal type static

pulse, if i t is re corded at a point on the earth ' s
surface with the horizont al distance just described.
The amplitude shown in Fig. 9 does not represent
the net field change in t hese altitudes~ but the
maximal difference executed in the course of the
process, i. e . , the difference between the rr:aximum
value and the beginning or the end point of it.
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The distance trav ersed by a rapi d local discharge will closely be related with the amount of
electricity accw.rulated in a local space which is
the energy source of the local discharge develop ment and the diversity of the electrical amount
will be responsible for that of the for ms of static
pulses . If the sc a le of a local discharge will be
the larger, the distance traversed by it will
become the longe r, and sometimes it will be possible
that the s tr eamer of a local dischar ge extends
toward the outside of a thundercloud, if an
approp riate ionized pass has been prepared for
the streamer exte11sion . This may re.:;ul t in an
intercloud stroke that has the character of a dart
l eade r in one case , or a dart leader progressing
toward the ground in another case . Following this
principle the intercloud stroke and the dart leader
of a ground stroke must have the similar origin.
The streamer process of a dart leader type requires
always the existence of a pre-ionized channel to
lead it , because a streamer of such a high velocity
can not be mai ntained i n a virgin air unless an
extremely high electrk: fi eld of the order of lOq
v/cm is existing around the tip of the streamer,
Hhi.cb wi l l, however , be very improbable in the
actual streamer process. If we follow these
considerations, it will be very re~sonable to
conclu~e that a process similar to that of the
slow discharge inside a thundercloud must ah1ays
precede an intercloud stroke of a dart le a der
character in s pite of the difficulty to photograph
it with a rotating camera and to recognize its
existence.
11.

Numerical properties of the slow process
and the ~apid process in a thundercloud

In order t o estimate the electrical quantity
consumed by a lightning discharge, it is necessary
to measure the absolute value of the electrostatic
field change produced by it and to locate the
posit i on of discharge with a considerable accuracy.
The sensitivity of our apparatus was not completely
calibrated during our thunderstorm observation.
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However as the first approximation , the intensities
of the observed field changesdue to lightning
discharges generally have the values shown in
Table 11. It is clear that the valuesof the slow
electrostatic field changes given in the table
are comparable with the va ~ ue estimated from th0
assumption of a lightning discharge dipole moment
of the order of 100 coul-km, i.e.~ the dipole
moment usua l ly adopted as the value to represent
a cloud discharge.(?) The estimated ratio of the
intensity of the slow process to that of the r apid
process is of the order of 100 . From the values
of respective moments, the streamer lengths and
the durations of their traversing (see II-Sections
4 and 6), we can estimate some other properties of
the respective discharge processes, whose results
are shown in Table 12.
It is very clear from the table that the
greater par t of the total electric char ge 25 coul
relating to a lightning discharge is dissipated
act ually by the slow process that occupies the
main part of it . However, it is also to be noticed
th a t the total amount of all loc a lly accumulated
electricities to cause every rapid streamer is
not negligibly smaller than 25 coul. The extent
of a locally acumulated portion of electricity
which produces each rapid discharge proc ess is the
order of 100m in diameter, which will be deter mihed from the condition t hat the electrostatic
field surrounding the surface of an assumed
sphere to hold the locally accumula ted electricity
1 coul must attain a value close to the threshould
value 3 x 104 v/cm necessary to initiate an
electrical breakdo~~ .
Table 11.

Distance

The observed and the estimated field
int ensit ies of the electrostatic
field changes due to cloud discharges

Ob s e r=-·v--.e:o...od~------l
Est ima t ed
Rapid p r oceseiSlow proceos absolute value*

( km)

( v/m)

--------~---------0 5
~0
- 3(10

5 - 10

10 _ 15
15 - 25

1 [1

-

1 fl0

2
.. 5 -

20
10

(kv/m )

(kv/m)

1

- 30

2 .6

,1

-

0

I _,

.05-

5
1

.5

-

.25 .09 -

21
2 .6
.31
.25
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* It is assumed that +25 and -25 coul of
electricity are located at the altitudes 8 and
~ km respectively on a vertical line.
Table 12.

Average properties of the slow and
the rapid discharge processes.
Rapid process

Slow process
Moment

( (.;- ktn )

Length
Charge

( kill )

( co ul )

25

Duration
Velocity

( sec ;

0.3

Current

(amp)

( Clll/S )

Number
To ·i;al :no:nent

100
4

1

0.[1003
3X1QS

1.3x10 6

30(10

80

14
1(10

I

14

---L

12.

Conclusions

We have inferred in the above discussions the
of a lightning discharge occurring in ~
thundercloud by using statistically th e records
of the slow component as well as the rapid component
of electrostatic field changes due to intracloud
discharges . The conclusions of th e se investigations will be given as follows.
(1) Cloud discharges take place between the
upper positve and the lower negative electric
charge centers located in a thundercloud.
The estimated effective altitudes of the two
charge centers are distributed roughly 7.--......11 and
3---...6 km respectively. The axis connecting them
i s inclined statistically from the vertical
direction at an angle r0ughly less than 30° .
(2) The main process to neutralize the
electricity of a dipole contributing to an intra cloud discharg e is developed at a considera bly
lowe: velocity of the order of 10 6 em/ sec.
It is very probable that a lightning discharge
will be initiated from the neighbourhood of the
str~cture
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boudary layer where the field intensity is the
highest through the space between the positive
and the negative charge distributions in a thunder cloud. The discharge thus produced will mainly
be developed by a positive streamer process descending at a slow speed. However, sometimes a slow
upward negative streamer must be consi dered to
appear coincidently with a positive slow process,
and so a cloud discharge process is formed by a
so-called mid-g ap streamer process.
(3) The slow positive downward streamer will
probably be subjected to many branchings and
bendings. If one of the tips of many branches
arrives at a portion which includes loca l ly
accumulated negative electricity, the local
accumulation will produce a rapid negative streamer
which asc ends the channel previously ionized by
the descending slow streame r. The r apid streamer
thus produced seems to have the character of a
dart leader streamer with progressing velocity of
the o~der of 10 8 em/sec or more, and the progressing distance of the streamer seems to have a close
relation with th e magnitude of the accumulated
electricity, and it is estimated rough ly at about
1 km on the average.
(4) The slow negative upward stre amer also
accompanies many rapid local dis charge processes,
which may be produced when the slow upward streamer
will arr ive at any one of the local accumulations
of the positive electricity sc at tered in the upper
portion of a thundercloud. At this momen~ a rapid
posit ~ve streamer will be produced from the positive
charge accumulation and will progress downward
through the ionized channel prepared by the slow
negative upward streamer.
(5) The estimated extent of each local
electricity concentrat ion is roughly of the order
of 100m in diameter, which is comparable with the
extent of a subcell in a thundercloud,(l9) and the
estimat ed quantity of electric charge wh i ch it
contains is roughly 1 coul. The considerable part
of the cloud electricity is perhaps maintained in
many local accumulations . However , the tot a l
electric moment consumed by the succeeding rapid
local discharge s must be considered to have a
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negligible value as compared with that of the slow
pr ocess.
(6) The intracloud discharge which is accompanied by the successive ground strokes forwing a
ground disbha rge is composed of the successive
development of an upward slow positive streamer
occurring through the stroke intervals and further
after the last stroke . In this case also rapid
negative streamers will each be developed whenever
one of the branched tips of the slow process rsaches
any one of the negative local electricity accu;t~ula-
tions . It becomes evident that this kind of discharge process accompanied by multiple ground
strokes has a very similar construction to t~at of
a cloud discharge, except for the direction of the
streamer progression being r eversed between tiese
two cases. It is very probable that a rapid ~egative
streamer developed from a local negative slec:ricity
accumulation to have a sufficient magnitude w:11 be
able to progress toward the ground and become a
dart leader leading the following return stro£e.
(7) The main slow streamer in a thunderc loud
generally proceeds from the positive s ide independent of the sort of discharge being a cloud discharge
or a ground dischargeo This is just the point \.Vhich
will be expected from the result of the laboratory
experiment as well as from that of the theory of
spark breakdown. The fact that the first ~eader of
a ground stroke actually starts from the lower
negative portion of a thundercloud, however, will
be inte rpreted as follows . The ground usually may
be assumed to be very co~ductive, so that the
e l e ctricity induc ed on the earth ' s surface must
be spread out over a wi de area and therefore it
becomes difficult t o b ui ld up a strong field which
will be needed t o initiate a streame r from the
ground surface, except for the case of a very t al l
structure such as the Empire State Building .(20)
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THE MECHANISM OF DISCHARGES IN A THUNDERCLOUD
II. Flash Luminosities Accompanied by Cloud
Discharges and the Correlation between
the Flashes and the Electric Field Changes
Abstract ---- The time variation of luminosity
of a lightning flash has been recorded with a
photoe l ectric method . The duration of a cloud
discharge genera~ly ranges from 0 . 2 to 0 . 5 sec.
A weak luminosity cont i nues with considerable
fluctuations through the whole period of a cloud
discharge process. It has reference to a slow main
process in a cloud. Many strong pulsive luminosities are also emitted by rapid streamers
associated with the slow process. The rising time
of a pulsive luminosity 7 which perhaps represents
the dur ation of a rapid streamer advancing in a
clo~d, is about 0 . 2 to 0. 5 msec.
The falling time
of it is the duration of a so-called afterglow ,
whose distribution coincides with that of :he
longest a ft erglow on a visible lightning s~roke
channel measured with a rotating camera . ~hose
indicate the rapid streamers being of the dart
le ader character.
The investig&tion of the amp l itude rela~ion
between the pulsive luminosity and the rap id
electric field change, both produced by the same
rapid process , indicates a systematic displacement
of effective pos itions of local rapid processes
in a slow process . It gives the same result -that
we have presumed from the properties of electric
field changes . A pulsive luminosity precedes the
correspondent rapid field change in a vicinity of
the origin, but the situations of them become
contrary in a dis t ant place . Thi s is due to the
variation in the form of a field change from the
electrostatic type to the radiation type with the
inc~ease in the propagation distances .
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1. Introduction
The mechanism of a cloud discharge has generally been investigated from the observation of the
earth's electric field change produced by the
discharge. It will be doubtless~ however, that the
use of a rotating camera has played the most
directive role in the analysis of the ligh tning
discha rges. An e ssentially superior performance of
a rota:ing camera is to make it possible to analyze
simultaneously the spati a l structure of a lightning
channel and the process of growth of it. The high
time resolving power of this sort of camera is
attained by the photographic image distortion due
to the rotatory motion of the optical system.
We also have carried out the observation with cameras
of a low spe ed rotating lens type and of a high
speed rotating mirror type,(l) and have obtained
some nevi informations about lightning discharges. (2)
However, most of lightning di scharges occur only
in thunderclouds, so their stroke channels are
excessively obscured by cloud droplets . Thus
cameras are almost inefficient for r ecording the
cloud discharge processes. This is the first
reason why the mechanism of lightning discharges
occurring in a thunde rcloud is not actually so
definite as that of ground strokes 5 although it
cannot be also over looked tha-c the :ne teorological
and electrical conditions to affect the streamer
development vJi ll be more corHplics.~ ed m a thunderc loud
than in a clear air. Neverthelnss, the record of
the fine structure of flash lumino s itie s will
correctly show the actual variation of the discharge activity des pit<:-: the ligllt absorption or the
scattering by cloud droplets, though it may not
g ive directly any knowledge about the spatial
structure o f the discharge process . In this respect
we have executed the photoelectric measureoent of
liehtning flashes together with the observation of
the earth 's electric fi e l d changes. In the present
paper, the nature of flash luminosities and the
relation of the flashes to the corresponding
electric field changes will be described.
Those observations of flash luminosities or electric
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field changes on the earth 's surface, however, will
indicate only indirectly the constitution of a
discharge , and so there will still ramain the
questions insoluble without some methods to give
the direct estimation of it, such as the use of
an airplane, a radio-zonde or a radar.
2. Observation method
The time variation of flash luminosity was
recorded in four summers from 1957 to 1960 with
a photoElectric method(3) which involves the use
of a photomultiplier tube MS9S. The general
construction of the apparatus used in the last
summer is shown in Fig. 1. The following three
recording systems were adopted according to the
respective purposes.
A) Recording on magnetic tape.
The luminosity of flashes is always recorded
on a magnetic tape to investigate the comparatively slow variation of a flash luminosity.
The
recording is automatically performed except for
the selection of an appropriate gain of the
apparatus and the exchange of tapes in every hou~.
That is important in executing the thunderstorm
observations of various kinds by a few hands.
The output voltage proportional to the luminosity
received with a photomultiplier tube is amplitude modurated with about 2 kc to reproduce faithfully
the slow variation components of it from the tape 3
but the time resolving power of the rapid compo nents only reaches l msec. In analyz ing the record,
it is necessary to play back the portion of the
tape having reco~ded a needed fl&sh and to take
again the photographic record of it with a cathode
ray oscilloscope and a continuously running cine
film. The magnetic tape recorder us ed is of two
tracks, the other of which has been used to obtain
the record of electrostatic field changes.
B)

Recording continuously on 16 mm
film .

cine
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To know the detailed relation between the
flash luminosity and the electric field change
produced by a lightning discharge, we have used a
dual beam C. R. T. , whose bro bright spots draw
side by side the rapidly changing waveform of t~e
flash luminosity and that of the electric field
respectively. The amplifier for the flash
luminosity has the same time constant 1 msec as
that of the recorder of e lectric field change , and
thus the comparison of both the waveforms will
become more simply . The time axis of the record
is constructed from the sweep of the C.R . T . spot
generated by a saw-tooth wave voltage repeated
with 3 msec and the uniform movement of the 16 mm
cine film. The time resolving power is nearly

30

)ASeC.

C)

Recording in every frame on 16 mm cine
film.
The amplifie r used in this case has a long
time constant 10 sec enough to reproduce the
precise form of a flash luminosity. A waveform of
flash luminosity swept on the C.R .T. screen with
a triggered single time base, which is chosen
according to demands out of 2, 20 , ar.d 200 msec,:.
is recorded in a frame of 16 mm cine film.
"'
The waveform shows only a part of a complete
discharge process which often covers several tenths
of a second, but the consumed amount of film
becomes extremely little. The cine film 100 feet
in length mounted on a reel c an cover well all the
periods under the several storm activities in a
summer season. The trigger action of a single time
sweep is generated by the r adio noise simultaneously radiated from a lightning flash . The time
sweep is not alvJays triggered at the beginning of
a discharge process, but it frequently starts on
the way of a process according to the trigger
level or the tuning frequency of the radio noise
receiver. We have assumed from those behaviors
of triggering some relations between the rr.ode of
discharges and the high frequency character of
them.(4) The exchange to the next frame of film
is made automatically with relays which are
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Fig. 1. The construction of the lightning
flash luminosity r ecorder .
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designed to operate immediately after the disapperance of the last waveform from the C.R.T.
screen.
An attached safet y circuit works to
suppress the next trigger action before the new
frame is perfectly set . In the latest two seasons,
a dual beam C.R.T. was also utilized in this case,
and the slow electrostatic field or the rapidly
changing electric field was recorded simultaneously
with the flash luminosity in tt2 same frame.
The correspondence between the above three
recording systems is requir~d- to be precisely known<.
For this demand, in the A) system, a reference
signal 200 c/sec with the duration 1 sec is recorded on the same magnetic t ape . It starts 2 sec late
from the trigger action to avoid the disturbance
caused by itself. In the B) system, a neon lamp
i~ lightened fo r a second from the moment of a
trigger action and photographed in one side of the
continuously running film simultaneously wi th the
waveform.
The sensitivity of the apparatus can be varied
in JO db step by supplying an appropriate voltage
to the anode of the photomultiplier tube, since a
photomultiplier varies its sensitivity in proportion to about the seventh power of the anode
voltage. The extent of the sensitivity to be
altered to record flashes :i'n~ satisfactory condition
ranges over 60 db or 1000 times in usual thunder~
storm observations , and such a wide range needed
in the recording sensitivity will be never attained
by means of a usual photography. When the apparatus
is set at the highest sensitivity, it will be able
to r ecord suitably all flashes visible with naked
eyes, if the positions of flashes are not located
in the neighbourhood of the horizon.
The amplitude response of the output voltage
from the photomultiplier tube to the incident
luminosity is not linear, but the former is roughly
proportional to 0.7th power of the latter in the
actual measurement. The range between the input
intensity l evel to generate the maximum undistorted
output and the noise level is about 35 db in the
case of the standard gain, but in the A) system
described first the dynamic range in the output
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rerroduced from the magnetic tape is only about 20
db. Therefore , it will generally be difficult to
record precisely the intensity of a variable flash
l umi nosity on a magnetic tape, even though :he
sensitivity of the apparatus can carefully be
altered according as the thunderstorm is ~ocated
near or distant from the observation stat~on.
v.Je must take notice of this respect in a La:_yzing
the observed data.
The field of vision of the apparatus ccn
cover easily the \-!hole sky by the use of a ~onvex
mirror. But \-le designed to take av..ray from -:.:1e
field of vision the sky under the angle of e~evat
ion 10° to avoid the city lights en~ering. ~je
radius of curvature of the adopted convex mir~or
is 260 mm, and the aperture of it is 300 mm.
The mirror is horizontally placed, and the pho~o 
multiplier tube, whose sensitive screen facas the
mirror, is installed at the he ight 1 m jus~ above
the center of the mirror. A diffuser for -:.~e
incident light is inserted in front of the ~ensit
i ve screen of the photomultiplier tube, and ~hen
the equivalent sensitive aperture of it beco~es
about 40 mm . The use of th e convex mirror ,\·ill
c ause t he difference in the sensitivity w~ t~
re s pect to an incident angle of light, bu~ it
has been ascertained through the calculat~on that
the error due to the sensitivity differen!e will
not oxsded 1 0 %at all ang l es of e l evat io ~ .

3.

General composition of a cloud :lash

A cloud flash r ecorded with a ph c.toel ec ~ric
method is compos ed of many pulsive lumino s i-:.ie s
with various intensities and durations . Th~s
bears a r esemblance to the observational fac~ that
a vis~ble interc ~ oud discharge or a ground dis charge is often resolved into multiple str<Les on
a rotating photograph. The occurrence fr eQuency
of the pulsive luminosities in a cloud flas ~,
hm·Jever, sometimes reaches as much as severa=.. tens
times, whi ch is much more than the multiplicity of
visible strokes less than 4 on the average.(5)
Moreover the pulsive luminosities composing a cloud
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flash are usually of quite various forms one another.
Those le ad us to consider that all of them will not
always be radiated from the multiple streamers
repeatedly paasing through the same channel.
The pulsive lumino sity i s more suitably observed
on records with the C.R. oscilloscope. The form
of it ~s like to that of a static pulse found on
the electric field change record. It will be often
called as a phclo-pulse hereafter from its form
comparable with a static pulse.
The other important character of a flash is
to indicate the existence of some weak and long
lumino sitie s, which sometimes continue over several
tens milliseconds in the flash records obtained in
a vicinity of the origins. Fig. 2 is an axample
of the simultaneous records of a flash having a
long continuing luminosity and of the correspond ent electrostatic field. There are usually found
TIO pulsive luminorllks ih the period of a continuous
luminosity recorded on a magnetic tape. This is
probably due to the narrowness of th e dynamic
range in the tape recording and to the large
difference between the intensities of the two types
of luminos ities . Many strong pulsive luminosities
actually will occur repeatedly without any l ong
pause through the whole period of a discharge .
I t is evident from the properties of the two
types of luminosities that both vJill be based upon
the different modes of discharges from each other.
In other words, it cannot be thought that a
continuous luminosity may be produced as the res ult
of only pulsive luminosities incessantly repeated
for a long period. A continuous luminos ity should
be referenced to a slow process in a cloud, while
a pulsive luminosity to a rapid process .
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4.

Duration of a complete discharge

The cu mulative di stribution of the whole
duration of a complete lightning f l ash* is shown
in Fig. 3~ curve A. It is closely similar to a
logarithmic normal distribution except for a
portion of its s ho rter values. The medi an value
of it is 0 . 30 s se and half of the data are included in the r ange from 0 . 18 to 0. 46 sec .
A flash containing a long continuing l umino sity gene r a lly has a relatively l ong duration as
it wi:l be shown later. That may be a ttributed
to the assumpti on that ~ continuous luminosity
will often be 0bserved in the case of a discharge
of large scale ~ for the larger discharge naturally
will have the longer dura t ion . But there s eems
to be another reason as follows. A continuous
~uminosity is thought to be recorded with a
relatively high sensitivity, which may ~ake it
possible to catch up \..reak luminos ities appearing
in the beginning or the finishing part of a discharge . From the similar meaning to this, flashes
with much shorter durations perhaps have been
recorded with a relatively low sensitivity .
Therefore , it is qui te probable th at the greater
part of cloud discharges may actually have the
duratioreO.l sec or more at least.

* A complete flash here expressed signifies a
group of successive luminosities clearly distinguishable with another group. I t is essentially
a group of constituent discharge processes which will
c l osely be r Pl a t ed one another in their occurrences
and developments.
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Fig. 3. Duration of a discharge.
Solid lines: Duration of a cloud disch~rge.
Distribution curves are given by ~he
follov:ing obscsrvation methods
respectively.
(A) the photoelectric. record of flash
luminosity
(B) the electrostatic field change
record.
(C) the rapiuly changing electric :ield
record.
Broken lines: Duration of a ground discharge.
Curves are given by the rapidly changing field records. The two curves
indica te respectively
(D) the net duration from the first
ground stroke to the last one .
(E) the whole duration which involves
the intracloud processes dependent on
the main process between the cloud and
the ground.
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When the occurrence frequency of lightning
flashes is appreciably high, we shall be unable to
discriminate suc ce ssive two or more flashes,*
which will be treated as one flash. In some cases,
a flash with an espec i ally l ong duration may be
thought to be rathe r composed of two separate
flashes from the point of view about its detailed
composition.
The durati~n of a complete discharge can also
be measured from the record o f the electrostatic
field or the rapidly changing field. The distributions given by them are likewise shown in Fig. 3,
curves B and C. Electrostatic fields changing
gradually are usually recognizable in th e case
of discharges of comparatively large scales, which
will pr oduce a distribution that lacks th e data of
especially short duration values. While, the low
s ensitivity for recording elec trostatic field
~hanges and the geometrical conditions between the
origins of them and the observation station to
affect the forms of observed electrostatic field
changes will result in the shortage of the data of
longer durations . Thus the distribution obtained
from the electrostatic field records comes to have
a form of relatively smaller dispersion than that
of the flash luminosity records. On the other
hand, as it is shown in Fig. 3, the durat ion given
by the pulse trains on a rapidly changing field
record is statistically ab0ut 40 % longer than

* Actually, two or more lightnings have often
been found at the same time in different portions
of a thundercloud. But it has not yet been examined
whether such simultaneous occurrences of lightnings
will be quite accidental or there will be some
reciprocity between them, though their occurrence
positions seem to be apparently quite isolated
one another.
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that of a flash measured with a photoelectric
method. But the record obtained with such a high
sensitivity as used in the rapidly changing field
r ecord may include small field change pulses not
to be directly rela t ed to the main proces s deve l opment. Then it seems to be reasonable that the
magnitude of t he duration of a flash is taken up
as the whole period of the main process of a cloud
discharge.
It is difficult to distinguish whet~er a
flash luminosity recorded on a magnetic ~ape was
emitted from a ground discharge or from a ~loud
discharge. Regarding an electrostatic field
record, however, it will easiJy be known tha~ a
field with extremely r apid stepwise changes is
always produced by a ground discharge. Regarding
a rapidly changing field record, the d isti~ction
of sort of the origin will be easier than ~~e
above case, for the waveform due to a grou~d dis charge is characterized by a few positive ~arge
pulses vli th steep fronts, before which noticeable
leader waveforllis are often found. Fig. ~ also
shows the di stributi on of the duration o: a ground
discharge thus determined on the record o: r apidly
changing field. The curve D shows the ne: duration
from the first ground stroke to th e last cne , which
corresponds to the duration to be measure~ on
rotating phot ographs . It is evidently shorter
than the duration of a cloud discharge. 3ut some
process of discharge should be mainta ins~ inside
a thundercloud for a considerable period jefore
as well as after tho ground strokes,(6)(7) and
the \vhole duration of a complete ground ciischarge,
the curve E, is equivalent to that of a longer
cloud discharge as shown in Fig . 3. This may
suggest the poi nt that the extent concerned with
a complete discharge process in a cloud will not
be particularly ~ ifferent between a ground dis charge and a larger cloud discharge.
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5.

Continuous luminosity

Continuous luminosities have often been
.obse rved on magnetic tape records . They also have
been found in some single sweep C.R.O. records, in
which the bright spot is deflected continuously
from the base line over a considerable period of
a time sweep 20 or 200 msec. As described in the
former section, the decision of kind of a flash
orig in is almost impossible on the tape record.
But vJe shall be able to estimate whether a flash
actually recorded was accompanied by a ground
discharge or by a cloud discharge, if the record
of the electrostatic field or the rapidly changing
field has been obtained simultane ously with that
of the flash luminosity. Then we have ascertained
L1at continuous luminos ities are found on photo electric records of both kindSof discharges and
that no difference between the properties of them
is detected .
Continuous luminosities are not always found
in ev ery flash r ecorded, but the occurrence rate
of them is considerably altered according to
conditions such as the distance from the origin or
the recording sensitivity . Fig . 4 shows the
cumulative distribution curves of the duration of
the longest luminosity found in each of complete
flashes obtained in seven thunderstorms in 1957
and 1958, and the three curves in the figure
represent the respective group divided in accordance
with the recording sensitivity . The distances
from the origins related to each curve are roughly
estimated and shown by the sides of respective
curves in the figure . From a condition of bending
in the distribution curves, we can conclude that
a luminosity \vi th the duration longer than 10 msec
should have the nature of the continuous luminosity.
The longest luminosity nearly reaches 1 sec .
Some flashes are cove r ed even the whole periods of
their lives by continuous luminosities . However,
the occurrence rate of flashes with luminosities
continuing longer than 1 0 msec occupies only 20
to 40 %of all flashes so far as our observation
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i3 concerned.
The s ensitivity for recording flashes has o ~
course been altered with the chang e of the dis~ance
from the f l ash orig ins to the station , and ~hus
we have tried no t to change t he ~ature of fl as~es
obs erved in different dis tances. In spite of )Ur
expectation that the effect would be considerajly
attained~ flash e s actually re corded with a low
sensitivity, which would natura l l y have occ urred
in a near place, usually have much longer lumino sities than distant flashes recorded with a comparat ive ly high sensitivity.
loo~1

%'
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200300 500 ms

Fig. 4. Duration of the longest luminos~ty found
in each of complete discharge processes . ~he
distributi on of ruration is divided in accorcance
with the r ecording sensitivity . The sensit iv~ty
and the rough estimation of distances from the
flash origins are as follows .
(A) 20----30 db,
0----10 km .
( B ) 40 ""-50 db 5
5 ~ 15 km •
( C) 60"'70 db, 10----25 km.
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The fact shows that the selection of the sensitivity
would not yet fully have served to the attenuation
of the luminous intensity as the distance increased.
Such an insufficient sensitivity as used in a distant place also should affect the recording of
pulsive luminosities. Table 1 shows the median
vlaues of the number of pulsive luminosities contained in a complete flash and those of the whole
duration of it. These values clearly increase on
the average with the inarease of the duration of
the longest luminosity included in respective flashes.
Table 1. Medians of the number of pulsive
luminosities and the whole duration of
a complete flash, which is divided into
ranges in accordance with the longest
luminosity duration.

Long~s t lu;r No. of I
duration
pulsive
(ms)
luminos.

No. of
data

Whole
duration
(ms)

---- --· . -· - ·

-- -~---

1
3
10
3 10
.30
30 - 100
100 - 300
]00 - 1000

7
12
17
19
19
14

210
330
410
540
570
580

Total

11

300

395
180
43
62
57
14
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--Though it is difficult to estimate the degrees
of insufficiency in the sensitivity used for a
distant storm, it is evident that the light from a
cloud discharge will suffer a much severer attenuation than in the free space. Therefore, if flashes
occurri~g in the vicinity of the observation station
are recor de d with such a high sensitivity as used
for distant flashes, they will become to be uovered
by continuous luminosities their respective whole
liv Gs . Then the rise and fall of the activity of
a slow main process should be represented by the
alteration of the intensity of the continuous
luminosity. The occurrence position of the
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observed longest luminosity through the whole life
of a complete discharge activity perhaps indicates
the time when the continuous luminosity supposed
to cover the whole life of it will become the
brightest ~ i n other words~ the slow discharge
process will be the most intensifi ed in i t s course .
Table 2 shows vThich quarter of the process of
each flash contains the occurrence of the longe st
luminosity.* But the case in which th e duration
of t.he l ongest luminosity i s no more than 10 msec
is here excluded. Actually the continu0us
luminosity is often found in the appearance div ided
int o several frar~ents of it in a complete f las h .
Table 3 shows the number of luminosity frag ments
with the durations exceeding over 10 msec i n a
flash . The table i s given in every quart er
including the longest luminosity . From Table 2,
we know that a continuous luminosity suppos ed to
cover a c omplete process is usually the brightest
in the second quarter and the darkst in the last
quarter, especial l y i n the case of the longest
luminosity duration exceeding 30 rnsec .
Table 3 indicates that the c ~ntinuous luminosity
is generally observed divided into two or more
portions in about 40% of flashes with the lumi n o sity continuing longer than 10 msec . Moreover
f l ashes which have the longest luminos ity r ecorded
in their r espective sec ond quartersalso have the
greatest number of lumino sity fr agments .
Thus we get at the conclusion that the act ivi ty of the slow main process of a cloud dis charge usually reaches its maximum at the time
of about one thir d from the initiati on of it and
afterwards decays rather slowly~ though it must
be noted that the activity in a mai n process is

* In Table 2 , when a long luminosity covers two
or three successive quarters, every quarter whose
l arger half is included in the period of the
luminosi ty i s tabulated irrespective of the rate
of the peri od occupied by the luminosity.
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suhjectect to considerable s l ow flu ctuations, wh i ch
are probably attributed to s omewhat par t i a l pr ocess es associated with the main process .
Table 2.

Occurrence percentage of the quar te r
containing the longest lumi nosity in
a compl ete flash .

-Longest l um.
duration(ms)

Qua rter

1/4

2/4

3/4

Nunber of
duta

4/4

-

10
30
100
300

-

30
100
- 300
- 1000

35
14
16
24

-

28
48
40
44

14 %
12
7
2

23
26
37
30

43
62
57
14
-

20

Total

40

10 %

30

-

-

Occur rence percentage of the number
of l uminosities continui ng longer
than 10 msec in a complete f lash .

Table 3.
==~::..:..==~--

~~

Qu~ rt e r of
Number of cont. lum.
longest lu_ .. 1. 2 3 )+
6
5
7

Number of
data

----

-----

1/4
2/4

73
51
57
80

3/l.,.

4/L

-Totc:. l

176

1

12 6 3
33 10 3
27 8 6-:·
10 5 5

60 24

6

2

j

8 4

2

2

1

%

36
70
52
18

1 %

176

1

6.

Correlation between ~he continuous luminosity
and the slovl electrostatic field change

So~e discharge process should main~ain its
develop11ent irJ s. thundercloud through the ·,.r~ole
period of a continuous luminosity. It pe~haps
produces a gradual electrostatic field ch~nge
on the earth's surface. The equivalent V9locity
of this process, 1.3 x 10 6 em/sec, which ~s estimated from the discharge duration 0.3 sec ~nd
the main dipole separation 4 km, is much 8:naller
than the effecti~s velocity of the first :eader of
a ground discharge, 3 x 10 7 em/sec .
The latter has been considered to corresvc~d to
the lower limit of the velocity of a neg~tive
streamer which can bridge across an uni·)nized
long gap.(8) However, slow streame~ex~ending with
the velocity of the order of 2 x lOt ~m, sec have
actually been found on our rotating pjotographs
of intercloud strokes, though the obv~ous
occurrences of them are quite rare.(2
Sourdillon(9) reported the usual exis:ence of the
type III discharge, which was character~zed by
a lightning stroke without any clear charnel on
his rotating photographs, and this charac~~r of
the stroke is perhaps due to the slow deve:opment
of the 3treamer and the VIeak luminosity conLnuing
for a long time. Consequently, it seems no coubt
that such slow streamers actually will occur.
which will be related to vleak continuous lum~nosi
ties found in photoelectric records and slo'dy
changing electrostatic fields. Now, a usua~
intercloud stroke of dart leader type sh ou:d
require some previously ionized channel be:ore
its development. The required ionization :s
perhaps formed b~r a slow streamer, which a:\·Jays
precedes a clear dart type intercloud strearr.er
but is generally not photographed with a rota:ing
camera because of the weakness of its luminosity.
But the slow discharge process will rather ~lay
an important role to neutralize the cloud
electricity.
The comparison between a continuous l~minosity
and the correspondent electrostatic field change
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has been made in the simultaneous records of them
obtained with a double track tape recorder.
A relatively short luminosity is not always found
in the period of noticeable inclinati on of the
field change, but there apparent ly seems to be ]_ittle
obvious relation between both the occurrences.
However, an especially long luminosity generally
has the better ~~rr~ lation with the electrostatic
field change. The number of luminosity data hav ing n o correspondence to any discernible field
variation is only 2 among 34 very l ong luminosities
continuing more than 100 msec . Table 4 i ndicates
the relation between both simultaneous r ecords in
the 32 data . Ts shows here the time interval from
the starting time of the long luminosity to that
of the electrostatic field variation, While TE
shows the time interval between both ends.
In data shown in the column T8 = 0 or in the l ine
TI = o, the starting times or the ending ti~es of
both the proce s ses are respectively coincident
within the period about 30 msec. I t is noted that
there is a re l atively good agreement in both the
starting times. Considering the point that the
magnitude of field variation depends not only on
the quantity of charge transferred through the
process but also on the position and the direction
of the development , the correlation indicated in
Table 4 i s very exce llent. Fig. 2 is an example
of the simultaneous records of the two.
Table 4 . Correlation of the luminosity
continuing longer than 100 msec
to the slow e lectricfield variation.
T >0
s

-

T,s> 0
TE= 0

3

T E< 0

Totol

l

Ts = 0

5

T

8

<
1

o

Tota l
9

1

8
7

4

ll
12

5

20

7

~2

2

On the other hand, the record of a high
radio noise in the MF band has been
obtained in snme daytime thunderstorms. It is
likewise comp0s ed of many rapid pulsive noises
and s everal comparatively long continuing n oi ses,
tho'lgh "the &nvGlope of the latter is no-c s o smooth
a s that of the c ontinuous luminosity . ':'hese two
types of noises are thought to be referenced to
the pulsive and the continuous luminosi~ies
r espective ly, but in this respec t we ~ave not
fully examined .
~requency

7.

Photo-pul se

We have observed that a pulsive ~uminosity
t ermed a photo - pulse is generally mu c~ stronger in
the instant aneou s intens ity than a cnLt i nuous
luminosity . Unfortunately for the nar rovmess of
the dyLamic range in the tape reco rding sys tem ,
it will not usually be expected that both ~re found
at the same time, i.e . , when a continuous :._,lmino sity is recorded with a sufficient sens iti v~ty ,
photo - pulse s will be una ble to be distinguisned
from the r ecord nearly saturated, while wea~
contin~ous luminos iti es may not be f ound wi:h a
sensitivity suitab le for rec ordi ng photo - p~lses .
Howev er , the r ough estimate of the discre}ancy
between both the intensities may be obtaiL~d from
the average recording sensitivities. I r. 1S57 and
1958, we observed mainly the conti nuo us lurr ~nosit i es
with magnetic tapes as menti oned in section ~ '
while in 1959 and 1960, the pulsive lumi nosi:ies
were taken up as the main object of the ana:..ysis,
so the continuous luminosi tics "\vere s e ldom found.
The bounds and th e mean values (in parentheses)
of r ecording sensitivities i n both the gr oups are
shm·m in Table 5. The (2Stimated dj screpancy
between the sensitiviti es of the two groups is
about 20 db or 10 times, t he value of wh i ch is
perhaps no t less than the actual discrepancy
between the av e r age i ntGnsiti es of continuous and
pulsive luminosit i e s , considering the point that
even the high s ens itivity used in the former group
c ould not pe rfectly re cord l ong continuing
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luminosities. The extent of the or1g1n of a
continuous luminosity will be much larger than that
of a photq- pulse , if we may assume many branchings
to occur in a slow main process growing . Then
the difference of both the radiations per unit
volume in respective channels will become still
greater. This means that there will be a great
difference between the ion concentrations in the
respective channels, or consequently between the
velocities of their developments.
Table

5.

Recording Sensitivities.

Distance

1957' 58

0
5
10
15
-

1959' 60

(db)

(km)

20
27
40
44

- 5
- 10
- 15
- 25

-

48
55
60
68

(36)
(4-0)
(51 )
(56)

(db)

-3
7
17
27

-

17
21
21
47

( 9)
(18 )
( 19)
(36 )

I
The precise waveform of pulsive luminosity
is given with the observation method C), which
involves a long time constant enough to reproduce
the slower components of it and a high resolving
power of time needed to indicate the rapider
components of it. The idealized form of a photopulse, which is given from the median value of
about 1000 pulse forms actually observed ,rapidly
rises in 0 .3 msec and then relatively slowly
decays in 1.2 msec . The time width of the section
exceeding over half of the peak value is 0.6 msec .
The idealized form is represented approximately
by the following expression:
P=(o<t/ e x.p(-o<t),

Cl)

where cA is about £ x 1 o-~ sec-t .
The form is
illustrated in Fig. 5. But the actual waveforms
of photo-pulses are subjected to such a consider able fluctuation as the distribution curves of the
pulse dur at ions in Fig. 6 indicate.
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The fluctuation is not yet small, even tto~gh only
successive pulses which belong to the same cloud
discharge process are collected . In other wcrds ,
the photo-pulses found on a discharge process
have not a characte ristic form concerning t~e
discharge, but the pulse forms are always o: similar
magnitude dispersions in every discharge. '.::'his will
be an
indication of the character of orig:ns of
photo-pulses, which seem to be produced by ~mall
loc a l discharges occurring in different po r~ ions
one another even in the same complete discharge
process. The diversity in their pulse forms w~ ll
somewhat be base~ upon the electrical structure
of a thundercloud.
The beginning time of a photo/-pulse can be
decided comparatively clearly as shown ir the
idealized form of Fig. 5. The cumulative dis tribution curve of the r ising times of actual
photo -pulses is shown in Fig. 6, curve A.

Fig.

5. The idealized form of a photo-pulse(A)
and the estimated form of it from a
simple model (B).
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Fig. 6. The r1s1ng time (A) and the falling time
(B) of a photo-pulse and the duration of
afterglow measured on photographs with
a rotating camea in the cases of intercloud strokes (C)(E) and ground strokes
(D)(F).
(C)(D): the long streakwi s e ·afterglow.
(E)(F): the short usual afterglow.
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The median value is about 0.3 msec, and half of the
observed data are contained in the range from 0.2
to 0.5 msec.
From images on rotating photographs of light ning discharges, we can see the rapid decrease of
the brightness in a stroke channel left afte~ the
passage of the streamer tip . This decrease occurs
in the success~on of the streamer developmen~.
The length of the brightest portion along a ~hannel
is r oughly proportional to the velocity of tie
advancing streamer tip, so the remarkable brightness
at a certain poin+- on a channel has the similar
duration about 5 ~se c irrespective of the nature
of stroke such as a dart leader or a return
stroke.(8~ Since the time value 5 ~sec is sufficiently small to be compared with the rising
time of a photo-pulse, the followin g model will
be considered he re. For the sake of simplicity,
let us t ake the assumption in which the brightness
of any point on a stroke channel reaches t~e
maxi mal value from zero in the moment of the
passage of the streamer tip at that point and then
decays exponentially. If the streamer velocity v
is constant, the tip will advance the distance vt
in the period t after the start of the streamer
development. Then a portion of the channel located
betv;een the distances x and x + 6X from the starting point of the streamer will ~roduce the luminous
intensity p r::, x,
pux =ACX)exp{-nt-

-0 )}L> x,

vt>X>O

(2)

where r is the decay constant of the brightness
and A(x ,~x represents the maximal radiation at this
portion on the channel. But sinc e the effect of
the variation of A(x) with x may usually be assumed
to be ~uch smaller than that of the decaying at
each portion, A(x) will be treated first as a
constant in the following discussion . Now the
total radiation from the whole streamer channel
at the time t is given as follows respectively
before and after the streamer tip stops the development.
p=ftp.J.x={l-txp(-n)}Av/r,
O< t<L/v
(3)
J

P=j~p·Jx= expC-H){expUL/v) -l}Av/r, t > L/v

(4)
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1 is the final length passed by the streamer
tip. Fig . 5 a lso illustrates in a broken line the
total radiat ion P given by this mode l. The form of
P rises as long as the streamer tip continues the
progression and reaches the maximal value when the
progression comes to the end. I n the case of an
actual l ightning discharge in a thundercloud,
however, we can n ot conside r the existence like a
defini te electrode wall where tne advancement of
a streamer will instantly stop, because the electrode
in a cloud discharge is constructed of a group of
the space charge scattered in a thunderc l oud.
Therefore, the effect of the gradual dec re a s e of
A(x) in the neighbourhood of the end of streamer
development will become to be co~parable to that of
the luminosity var iation due to the de c aying at
each point on the channel . Then the actual t otal
radiation in the neighbourhood of the maxi mal point
wi l l not show such a rapid increase as we expect
from the estimated pulse form shown in a broken line ,
and the form of it will be transformed into such a
smooth one without any discontinuity as the idealized form shown in a solid line . The simi l a r effect
to this will also occur more or les s on the occasion
of the sta rt of a streame r and it will make the
actual photo - pulse to rise more gradually than the
estimated case from the simple model. However, the
position of the peak of the actual luminosity form
is perhaps not so altered from the point of the
cal culated discontinuity 1/v . Then the distribution
of the rising time of a photo - pulse shown in Fig. 6,
curve A will be able to be replaced , as it is, to
that of the duration of the rapid discharge proceeding in a cloud . If either of the velocity or the
length of a l ocal r apid discharge is known , the
other unknown will also be deduced stati stically .
Now , we have none of the direct evidence on the
velocity estimation because of the inevi table lack
of the photographi c r ecords of intracloud streamers.
The luminosity emitted from a rapid process , however, is usually much stronger than the continuous
luminosity from a slow process and i t is of the
magnitude near to the luminosities of the dart
l eader portions of ground strokes , when these are
whe~e
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compared on the photoelectric record. Moreover the
dart leader type is most frequently observed in
intercloud strokes. If the average velocity of
the dart leader 3 x 10 8 em/sec may be adopted
from the above reasons as the velocity of a rapid
process in a cloud, the length traversed by a
rapid process will r ange from 0 .6 to 1.5 illn, the
value of which agrees fairly well with the one
estimated from the properties of electric field
changes . (see I-Section 7)
Following the model described above, the
decay portion of a photo-pulse is the period of a
so-called a f terglow. Itisa well known fact that
several particular points on a lightning stroke
channel sometimes have very long afterglows, which
are recognized on rotating photographs of lightnings
as long atreaks exposed along the direction of
rotating of the optical system. This effect has
been explained by the geometrical relation between
the observation point and the direction of stroke
development , i.e., a portion of stroke channel,
which advances in the direction along the line of
vision of observer, concentrates the radiation of
the portion into a point and so produces the very
bright point and the long afterglow. A portion
that had initially contained the dense space charge
accumulation may produce the long afterglow, too .
Since our photoe l ectric method accepts the
radiation accumulated over the whole channel of
stroke, the photo-pulse will na turally show a long
afterglow comparable to the strcakwise afterglows
found on rotating photographs. The curve Bin
Fig . 6 shows the duration distribution of afterglows neasur ed from the photoele ctric records.
The curves C and D show the duration distributions
of the streakwise afterglows in particular points
on stroke channels, which are measured from rotating photographs of intercloud and ground strokes
respectively. The curves E and F show the respective usual short afterglows along the stroke
channels. According to what Fig. 6 indicates, the
expectation about the accordance between the
durations of both the photoelectric and the photo graphic afterglows is well satisfied. Moreover it
must be noticed that the accordance of the after-

glow duration is realized between strokes of diff e rent kinds , which may be compared with the fact
th a t the peri od of r emarkable brightness of a
stroke channel is always of about 5 ~se c irres pective of the stroke properties. The value of
the decay constant r of the afte rglow , about
3 x 10 3 sec- 1 , is given from the comparison to
the ideali zed form of photo - pulse. Such a l ong
afterglow a s to come up to nea1y 1 msec is probably
too l ong to be maint ained by only the rec ombinati on
process of i ons l eft in the stroke channel a ft er
the streamer passage .(lO) The fact indicates the
point that the excited state of i ons will still be
pre served in the channel for a while, though the
i on concent r ation itself will rapidly be decreas ing. The considerable amount of electricity should
still be transferred a ft e r the streame r t ip has
finished its progression . This means the duration
of the field change does not always coincide with
the period of the streamer advancement.
The usual short afterglow of a lightning
channel shown by th~ curve E or Fin Fig. 6, and
the rising time of a photo- pulse shown by the curve
A are closely alike in their durations . However ,
the l ikeness of the durations does not mean that
the short afterglow will be maintained through the
period of a streamer advancement . Because we can
ascertain that for instance the form of luminosity
produced by a ground return stroke ac tually has
the s teep front less than lOOpsec, the value of
which is comparable with the period nf a return
streamer and is much smaller than the usual short
afte r glow of the return stroke channel .
The observat iona l fact that both the intercloud
stroke and the ground r eturn stroke, which have
different velocities and durations from each other,
have the afterglows of the similar durat i ons may
somewhat be attributed to the recombination p r ocess
common to general discharges desp i te of the supply
o f fresh i ons kept still for a while.
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8.

Amplitude correlation between the photopulse and the static pulse

The simul taneous recording of the electric
field and the flash luminosity were performed with
a dual beam oscilloscope in two summers of 1959
and 1960 . We have found the very precise correlation existing between the respective occurrences of
both the pulsive changes . Fig. 7 shows two examples
of rec ords. In a shorter distance where ~he
electric field usually does not involve any
osci llatory radiati on pulse, both records of the
electric field an~ the flash luminosity ar e so
alike to each other in shape that they are almost
indistinguishabl e except the point t hat deflections
on records are found on only one side of the base
line in the rec ord of flash luminosity while on
both sides of it in the electric field record .
But the amplitude correlation between the two kinds
of pulses produced by the same local rapid process
in a cloud is not always so good as it is expected
from the impression of the simultaneous records
of them . This may be rather reasonable , consider ing the following several reasons. The propagati on
conditions of both pulses are different from each
other . The direction, as well as the position, of
the development of rapid dis charge process affects
the static pulse intensity. The pulse with an
especially slow front i s not correctly reproduced
since the short time constant adopted in the res pective amplifiers deforms it. Moreover fundament ally , the intensity of a static pulse is propor tio nal to the e l ectric moment of the discharged local
dipole, while that of a photo - pulse is related to
the channel ion density and the ion temperature ,
which rather depend upon the discharge current .
Kitag awa and Kobayashi (ll) reported that the intensity of a photo-pulse had the better correlation
with the occurre nce fr equency of radiation pulses
superposing themselves on a static pulse than with
the intensity of a static pulse its elf. However,
it is definite that a larger static pulse accompanies a larger photo-pulse statistically .
For example, many dots in Fig. 8 show the amplitude
correlation between static pulses of the + type and
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Fig . 8. The amolitude correlation between the
photo- pulse and the static pulse found
in th e first quarte r in each of complete
processes appearing in the distance
r ange 0 to 5 km . The open circle s in
the figure indic ate the average photo pulse amplitudes in the first or the
fourth quarter of each compl ete process.
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photo-pulse s which are found in the first quarter
of each discharge process appearing in the nearest
distance range 0 to 5 km from the observation
station. A curve shown in a solid line connects the
mean intensities of the dotted ph0to-pulses.
Each of the mean values is obtained in respective
ranges of the static pulse intensities divided with
logarithmic equal intervals. The other curve in
a broken line likewise gives the mean intensities
of photo-pulses found in the last quarter of each
waveform re corded in the same nearest distance
range. The intensity difference of photo-pulses
indicated by the two curves will be interpreted by
our estimation that the occurrence altitudes of the
pulse origins are to be gradually changed in the
course of a complete discharge. Therefore the
mean intensity ratio of both pulses corresponding
t o each other found in a certain limited section of
a complete discharge process will be fully significant to investiga te the displacement of positions
of local pulse origins. This mean rati0, which will
be written as the P/S value hereafter, is thought
to indicate the ratio to be measured about the
l ocal rapid discharge having an ave rage property in
that limited section .
To reduce somewhat the probable deviation
resulting from the diversity of pulse forms, the
P/S value is calculated here regarding the limited
static pulses, whose peak deflections are included
in the range from 2.5 t o 10 mm on the fluorescent
screen of the used oscilloscope.* This range of
the deflection is comparatively abound in data,

* Of course such a r ange of deflection does not
indicate the absolute intensity range. But if the
sensitivity has carefully been altered according as
the storm is located near or distant, the limitation
in the amplitude received will statistically mean
the one in the scale of local discharge as an
origin of static pulse.
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whose intensities can be measured cor r ec t~J .
The r estrict i on in the intensity of static )ulse
is probably usefu l to except very long stre~mers
which may bridge fr om a cloud to another .
The re cording s ensitivity was appropriate~y alte r ed
in every storm as well as in every reel o~ f i l m
rec ording. However, the fluctuation of t~e me an
P/S value estimated in every film, wh ich ~s due t o
the relative gain difference coming up to ~0 db
i n maximum between t he re cords of the fl asJ
luminosity and the electric field change, ~s
ac tually not more than 30 %, so it is ne t ~aken
into account in the summat ion of Table 6 .
The P/S value counted in every a ppr o)~ i ate
section o f a discharge process will indic&~e a
varia tion equivalent to the systematic disp~acement
o f the occurrence positions of l ocal r api6 processes
in a complete slow p rocess. Tab l e 6 show~ :he P/S
values averaged in every quarter of a com)lete
process. The table shows the relative P S value s
g iven when both the sensitivities would ~e conver ted
into the respective standard gains.
Table 6. P/S values averaged in every
of a discharge process.
Sort of
dischc..rgc
Cl oud
discha r ge

Ground
discha rge

Fi eld
ty pe
+
+-----+
+

+---

~ua rter

+ type pulsb - tvpe pu:se Number
2/.!1 3/4 4/4
of d?t~
1ft 2/4 3ft 4/4

1/4

0 ..1'>1 ,11. 62 . 3
0 . 81.72 . 52.7
1. 1 0 . 0 1, (10 . 7

1. 6 1. 72.33 . R
2.53 . 04.23 . 6

2 . 22.0 1. 01 . 1
0 . 9 1. 30.9 f1. 7
1. 5 1 .5 1. 40.7

3.9 4 .63 . 32 . 5
2.83.42 . 32 . 1

20 1
{1 8
9

36
22
27
40

We have not any precise knowledge a bc 1t t he
actual propagation condition of the light :rom a
lightni ng flash. A received fla sh lum inos~ty
perhaps suffers a heavy at ten uat io n through the
scattering or the absorption by precipi tatio~s in
a thundercl oud , but the conditi on outside a ~lo ud
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seems not to be particularly different from the
condition in the free space. Let us try here to
estimate roughly the effective propagation condition
from the recording sensitivities used for different
storms. As it has already been described, if the
recording sensitivity is so well selected that the
recorded intensity of flash luminosity is always not
altered with the change of the distance on the
whole, the relation between the recording sensitivity and the distance from the flash origin to the
observation point will represent statistically the
condition of the attenuation of the light with
increasing distances. Now, the real distance from
an origin to the observation point will be determined easily a t every horizontal distance between
them, if the origin of photo-radiation is located
at a certain limited altitude. Fig. 9 indicates
that the mean sensitivities in the respective
distance ranges shown in Table 5 will be roughly
proportional to the second or the third power of
the real distance, provided that the origins are
located in the altitudes from 4 to 8 km. But for
the sake of simplicity, the case in which the
intensity of light received is inversely proportio na l to the third power of the real distance will
here be calculated, because the sensitivity for a
distant thunderstorm in the figure is perhaps too
low as previously mentioned . Then if t he altitude
of a local discharge as the origin of a photo-pulse
is h and the horizontal distance from it to the
observation point is r, the received intensity of
the photo-pulse P will be g iven by the fo l lowing
expression:
P=1/(r~+h 2 /i~

(5)

On the other hand, the intensity of the static
pulse S produced by the above local discharge wi ll
be given as follows, when the discharge depending
on a vertic a l local dipole is treated as an
averaged case.
sex: ( r 2 - 2h2 ) / ( r 2 + h~)7'2 .
(6)
From the expressions (5) and (6), the ratio P/S is
shown as a function of h/r.
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wh6n tile altitude of flash origin is
supposed to be located be t ween 4 and
8 km.
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l 7)

where x = h/r. The curve of P/S calculated is
illustrated in Fig. 10. Actually, even in the case
where P will be inversely proportional to the second
or the fourth power of the real distance , the tendency of the P/S ratio is not particularly altered
from the above case since the e~fect of S is much
larger than that of P in the neighbourhood of the
reversal distance. The curves of P/S in those
cases are also shown in broken lines in Fig. 10 .
It is to be noted that static pulses produced by
local rapid discharges of the same polarity have
opposit~ signs in both sides of the reversal point
x = 1/112, i . e., the regions (A) and (B) .
The discontinuity of the curves at the reversal
potnt results from S being nearly zero, but the
actual P/S va lue will not have such a extremely
high value as shown in the region (C), for static
pulses should fall into the transitional type ± or
~in this re g ion.
The width of the region (C)-on
the logarithmic x axis depends on the length bridg ed by a rapid local discharge and the distance fr om
the discharge to the station. The bounds of this
region in such a case that the length traversed by
a local discharge is 1 ~n are shown in Fig. 10,
whGn the distance r is, f or instance, 5 or 10 km .
Static puls es i n a waveform obtained in a near
distance from the origin usually should be included
in the regjon (A), while static pulses found in a
distant place should be in the region (B) .
And i f the principal s i gn of pulse t r ain on a wave form is reversed on the way of a complete proce ss,
then the pul ses will be divided into the two reg i ons
(A) and (B) according to their signs. Since the
static pulses which belong to the + type electro stat ic field produced by a cloud discharge are
usually found in a near distance, most of them will
naturally be included in t he region (A) .
Therefore, the tendency of the P/S ratio increasing
in a process as shown in Table 6 will be able to
be interpreted by the descending of the successive
pos itions of local discharges as the origin of
pulses. The static pulses which belong to the -
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type field due to a ground discharge are also found
in a near distance, so they should enter the region
(A). In this case the decrease of the P/S value
in a process will indicate the ascending of the
successive pulse origins . On the othe r hand, the
static pulses of the - type field due to a c loud
discharge and those of the + type field due to a
ground discharge are usually observed in a distant
place and included in the r egion (B), so the
tendencies o f the respective decrease and increase
of t he P/S values indicate likewise the respective
descending and ascending of the positions of local
discharges. Concerning the +and -type static
pulses which belong to an electrostatic field of
the + ~ - type, the P/S values vary similarly to
the + and - type pulses inc luded respectively in
the + and - type electrostatic field changes.
But the P/S value of the f ormer are clearly higher
than those of the latter, because the + - - type
field will include a larger number of static pulses
observed in the neighbourhood of the discontinuous
region (C). Thus the displacement of successive
rapid l ocal processes occurring in a slow complete
process can be ascertained fr om the comparison
between both the pulse intensities, and the comparison gives the same result that the properties
of electric field changes have given .
The change of the P /S value in the --- + type
field is not always definite, since the data in
this case a re very poor. But it seems that the
P/S values of the + and - static pulses both
decrease. This may indicate that the positions
of pulse origins will ascend in the case of+ pulses,
i.e., the+ pulse i n this case will generally be
produced by the r apid process associated with a
negative streamer process moving slowly upward, and
that the successive positions of origins will
descend in the case of - pulses , i.e., most of the
- pulses will ra ther be attributed to the rapid
processes associated with a pos itive streamer
process mr:>ving slowly do-vmward. Then the conclusion is that an observed --+ type field variation
will resul t fro m a proce s s which involves the slow
positive streamer process moving downdard as well
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as the slow negat i ve streame r process moving up ward. The r efore the latter perhaps does not vccur
a l one without accompanyi ng the s i multaneous occur r ence of the former. That should be connected
directly with the concept of the mid - gap streamer
process. In this r espect , we consider that the
origin of the - --+ type field also will be nothing
but the no r mal discharge pr ocess in a th undercloud o
The small occur rence rate of this type field is
pr obably only an indication of the secondary
impo r tance of the s l ow negative process in the
neutralization of the cloud electricity.

9.

Phase co r r elation between the photo - pulse
and the static pulse.

By the use of a dual beam oscilloscope, we
can easilly investigate the relation between both
the occurrences of the photo- pulse and the static
pulse corresponding to each other with a considerably high time accuacy . Although both the pulses
have no t always correctly been reproduced, the
degrees of deformations in their re spective pulse
forms will be similar to each other, for t~e pulses
have both been influenced through the same time
constant 1 msec . Fig . 11 shows examples of several
pairs of pulses . The upper waveform of each pair
shows & static pulse and the lcwe r shows a photo pulse? and the tirne bases of both the pulse forms
are adjusted with the accuracy wi thin 100 ~sec .
The time interval between both the peaks of
the ptoto - pulse and the static pu,lse in a pair, ;sO to
speak, the phase difference of both the pulses is
also systemat ically altered with respect to the
distance from the origin o f them. A photo-pulse
generally precedes the corresponding stat!c pulse
i n a near place , ~bile the for mer appears scree what late r than the latter in a distant pla8e.
Particularly, in the record obtained in a more
di s tan t place, where an electric field is usually
composed of only oscillatory radiation puls es,
we often have found the fact that a group of several
radiation pulses, which actually corresponds to a
photo- pulse, finishes its activity before the
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Fig . 11. Examples of pai rs of pulses .
The upper waveform is of the e l ectric
field change and the lower i s of the
flash intensity . The distances from
re spect i ve origins are as f ollows.
(A) 4 km. (B) 8 km. (C) 16 km.
(D) 20 km.
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ciscernible rise of the photo - pul se . Table 7 shows
the mean ~ime interval between r espective ?eaks of
the two kinds of pulses. Data adopted in :he
calculation of the table have f r ee l y been 3elected
out of records obtained i n seve r al storms, ~nd
the number of data is about 200 i n eve r y range of
distances . The s i gn used i n the t ab le is Jos i tive
when the photo - pulse pr ecedes the stat i c pulse .
Table 7. Time interval between both th0 peaks
of the corresponding photo - pu~se and
static pulse. The positive s:gn is
used ~hen the photo- pulse pre~edes
the static pu lse.
D.:.. stance
(km)

Time interval
Cloud

0- 5
5- 1 0
1 0- 1 5

- 20

1 5- 2 5

- 18 0

1

(

Grounc

8:

00
6 0

3 :
-

<1 :

- 2 3J

The above tendency on the phase diffe~ence
between both the pulses may probably be in:erpreted as fellows . The time necessary for a pno:o pulse to reach its peak is favorably compara·o::..e
with the duration of a rapid streamer advanciLg in
a cloud . However, the electrostatic field wil::..
somewhat be changed successively for a while a~ter
the stop of the streamer advancement,for a
considerable amount of electricity is perhaps 3till
transferred through the period of afterglow.
The emission of the light from a discharge ::hc.nnel
rather will have refe.ren~e to the discharge cLA.:-rent .
Therefore if we assume a photo - pulse having c.
similar form to that of the induction field cue to
a rapid process, the form of the electrostat:c
field given by integrating that of the induction
field wi l l arrive at i ts peak value subsequ9ntly
to the peak in the photo-emission, even tho~gh
both the recorded forms will be deformed th:-ough
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the short time constants of respective amplifiers.
On the other hand, if the radiation field due to
a rapid process itself, which is of course dissimilar in character of the origin to the group of
oscillatory radiation pulses superposing themse lves
on a static pulse, influences the form of a stat~c
pulse observed in a distant place, the actual form
of electric field change in this case will have a
peak preceding the photo-emissiJn peak. According
to the above interpretation, an electric field
change that have been called as a static pulse by
this time may rather represent nearly an induction
or a radiation field form due to a local rapid
process in a distant place. The form of a photo pulse is thought not to be changed with the dis tance, while the static pulse is altered in the form
from the electrostatic type to the radiation type
and its puls e front will become gradually steep
with the i ncrease in the propagation distan~e.
The times of initiations of those corresponding two
pulses dtc~ded on an actual record, however, do not
always coincide and this time difference of
initiations between t he two also has the similar
tendency with the distance to that of both the peaks.
In other words, the discernible initiation of a
pulse, static or photo - pulse, cannot perfectly
indic ate the actual initiation of a rapid process
activity. Hence the degrees of the decrease of
~ising times of the pulses with the increase of the
distances shown in Table 8 are in any way insuf fici ent t o produce the phase difference given in
Table 7, and thus the above expectation about the
static pulse form alteration with respect to the
propagation distance is not fully satisfied.
This may perhaps be attributed to the estimate that
observed pulse forms will be influenced for the
most part by the too short time constant of the
amvlifier. The slower components of those pulses,
which seem to continue considerably long before as
well as after the noticeable rapid component, will
not be found with such a recording method as used
in the present apparatus.
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Table 8. Rising time s of both pulses
and difference between them.
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However , we can find another cause wnich answers
pa r tially to the bahavior of the phase di:ference
betwe ~ n both the puls es .
In the case of c return
stroke of gro und discha r ge occurring in
:oLger dis t ..:mo'& , the photo - pulse 'llso appc .J rs delayed a·Jout a
few hund r ed milliseconds from the rapid stepwise

a

field change due to the return stroke itsel:, and
moreover it has not such a steep front as i~ will
be expected from the rapid progression of t~e
return stroke. Fig . ll ( D) is an example cf this
sort of photo - pulse. The delay of the pho:o pulse in this case is perhaps due to a qui:e
different cause from the alteration of the 2tatic
pulse form. It may somewhat be attributed :o the
observetion technique . Because the field o:
vision in our photo-electric arrangements ~2
limited by the angle of elevation 10° , so :he
photo - emission from the lightning stroke proceed ing through a layer lower than h = r. tan ~ c o
should not be found except for the slight reflect ed light from an upper part of the clo~d .
For instance~ at the distance r = 20 k~, a return
streamer ascending from the ground will be barely
found \vi th our pr,otoslectric apparatus after t Le
tip of it arrives at the &1titude h = 3.5 krn.
The time necessary for a return streamer to reach
this altitude will usua l ly be~o me t he order of a
few hundred micro s econ~s. A ~ i ~ilar effec t to
this, for instance the e f fe c t due to some obstacle
for the trans i t of light from the discharge
channel to the observer may influence the delay of
an observed distant intracloud flash luminosity
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described previously.
10.

Ti me intervals of successive local
rapid discharges

Static pulses or photo - pulses produced by
successive local rapid discharges are of course
found repeatedly many times. Wd can see that the
value of each time interval between their occurrences is almos t arbitary even in a complete
process. Now let us consider the probability
p 6t that ~ discharge will occur in a period from
t to t + 6.t after the appearance of the previous
discharge . If successive discharges occur at
random, in other words, if there is none of causes
and effects between every discharge occurrence,
th8 occurrence probability denoted here with p will
be constant irrespective of the lapse of time t.
Now the probability P that any discharge will not
occur in the period from 0 to t after the occurrence
of a certain discharge mus t be equal to the pro bability that the time interval from the occurrence
of this oischarge to that of the next discharge
will fall between t and infinity. Hence ,
p =J;rp-dt
< 8)
Solving this equation (8) with the condition of
p being constant , we shall get at the following
relation:
or
p = cx.p(-pt) ,
Hence if the discharge intervals are of the random
distribution, the curve of their cumulative dis tribution, which should be equivalent to P, will
become a straight line on a semi-logarithmic
diagram. The inclination of the curve in this case
indicates the occurrence probability p, the
reciprocal of which is equal to the mean value of
the distribution of time intervals.
The distribution curve of time intervals of
actual photo - pulses is shown in Fig. 12. There is
not found any significant difference between the
pulse intervals of cloud discharges and those of
ground discharges. The curve can roughly be divided

Time Interval
4p
60

10

50

So
I

ms .l .)Q__

20 ms.

100

%

30
20

10

5
3
2

Fig. 12. Probability curves of the time
i ntervals of photo - pulses . T~e
curves (C) and (G) represent the
cases of cloud discharges and
ground discharges respectively.
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into two straight portions which have different
inclinations respec~ively. Such a concave bending
of the probability distribution curve as s hown in
the figure will result from gathering two or more
groups having different probabilities of occurrence.
For example, if the ratio of numbers of data which
belong to two random groups with respective different occurrence probabilities p 1 and p 2 is given
by k 1 /k2, lvhere k 1 + k2 = 1, tl1en the cumulative
distribution of the whole composed of the two
groups will be shown as follows:

P = ktexp(-p1t)

+

k 2exp(-p2t} .

(10)

Then the inclination of the c~~ulative distribution
curve on a semi-logarithmic diagram will be given
by the following equation:
pCU = -d(1ogP)/dt
_

1~ 1 PJe.xpC- pit) -r k2p2sxpc- p2t_~_
l<: 1ex p(- f 1t) + k 2 ex p( - p,t )

(] 1)

Now p(O) = K1p1 + k1P2 , ancl p(=) = h , i( pJ> P2 .
In a g roup of larger occurrence probability, the
time interval generally will become shorter and
naturally a l arg er number of data will be counted
in the d2.s t r i but ion. If p > p 2 , then the relation
k 1 >k 2 is usually satisfied and p (O) will become
nearly equal to p 1 .* Namely, the respective
inclinat .: ons of tfie two straight portions on the
cumulative distribution curve indicate the occurrence probabilities of the two groups. The ~wo
mean intervals given by the reciprocals of the
inclination v alues of the two straight portions in
Fig . 12 are respectively about 8 and 40 msec.
The group of larger intervals perhaps corresponds
1

* If both the groups are su~~ed up throughout
the same long period, t he relation k1/k = p 1 /p 2
will statistically be satisfied. Then ~(0) always
has a va:ue between p 1 and 0 . 83p 1 .

~o the case in
which the recording sensitivity
used in the observation would· be relatively low,
and it may be based upon the locally charged
portions of comparatively large scales. ~~e
distribution of the time intervals between multiple
strokes of a ground discharge just coincide~ with
that of this larger interval group on the wjole.(l2)
This collfirms the interpretation -in whic h ti:le
difference between the origins of the rapid streamers appearing in clouds and those of the dar~
leaders guiding the subsequent ground stroke3 is
nothing but the difference of scales of :he ~ocal
ly charged portions with reference to the above
two processes. On the other hand, the gr~up of
the shorter time interval naturally shoult
represent the local charge accumulation o: relatively small scale. The space equivalent ~o tee
mean interval 8 msec is about 100 m, provide{
that the slow process is developed with the ~eloci
ty 1.3 x 10 6 em/sec . It is of the same magnitude
as the average extent of a locally charged por~ion.
The curve also indicates the point tha~ tje
time interval of pulses has a lower limit of about
1 msec, and there appear to be two possi ble s tand points to account for this. The one will be
attributed to a measuring technique: i.e., ~he
successive two pulses will not be separable un~ess
the ti~e interval between them is longer than ~h e
duration of the previous pulse, which is usua:ly
the o~der of l msec. From the assumption tha~
the next pulse often will occur successively ~efore
the activity of the previous pulse has not ye~
perfectly finished, it is requir ed that l oca~
rapid discharges as the origins of pulses co not
only occur a l ong one main trunk, but do alcng
many branches to be supposed. The other stanC.point
is based upon thJ consideration that there ~ust
be some space of very low charge accumulat~on
between the respective local highly chargee
portions which can develop the rapid discharges
separated from one another. Then the lower l imi t
of the time intervals of pulses will indicate
the time necessary for a slow process to traverse
the minimal space, if the greater part of pulses
are produced along only one main trunk. However,
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the extent of the space estimated from the above
minimal ~ime interval is only about 10 m and this
value seems to be too small as compared with the
average extent of locally charged portion about
100 m in diameter. Here it will be more reasonable
to take up the first interpretation.
11.

Conclusions

We have investigated the flash luminosity in
connection with the earth's electric field variation due to the lightning discharge. The results
confirm the assumption derived from the properties
of electric field changes concerning the composition
of a discharge process occurring inside a thundercloud. Those will be summarized as follows.
(1) A complete discharge process which takes
place in a thundercloud usually has the duration
from 0 .2 to 0 .5 second. The median value of it is
0.3 second.
(2) A slow process continues through the above
duration . It produces a gradual electrostatic
field change on the earth's surface and simultaneously accompanie s a weak continuous luminosity and
a high frequency electromagnetic radiation.
The intensity of a continuous luminosi ty is sub jected to an appreciable fluctuation through the
rrocess, but on the whole it takes a form with a
peak at the position of about ~ne third from the
initiation. This probably represents the va ri ation
of the main process activity in a cloud discharge.
(3) Many strong photo-pulses are found coincidently with individual static pulses appearing in
a slow process. They show the occurrence of many
rapid streamers vlhich are attributed to the ununiform distribution of space charge in a thundercloud. The advancing period of a rapid streamer
estimated from the form of a photo - pulse ranges
from 200 to 500 JLSec and tl:!e velocity of it should
be of the order of 10 8 em/sec or more. The form
of a photo-pulse also indicates that a considerable
amount of electricity will still be transferred
for a while after the development of rapid streamer
has finished.

(4) From the comparison between the r1pid
changes of the flash intens i ty and those t):.' the
electric field, we can estimate a systema:~c
displacement in the occurrence positions )£ wany
rapid local discahrges in association wi:~ a slow
princ~pal discharge process.
The estima: e accords
fairly well with the result deduced from ~he
occurrence rates of the observed types o: electric
field changes: i.e., most of the success:.ve
posit~ons of local discharges gradually ~ascend
in the case of a cloud discharge process. on the
other hand they generally ascend in the ~ase of
a ground discharce.
(5 ) The electric field change denorr.~nated as
a static pulse does not always represen: on~y the
electros~atic field change due to a rapid precess,
but becomes to be influenced by the inductio~ or
the radiation field due to it, in a longer d~stance
exceeding over 20 km . For that reason, the :;>hase
difference arised between the photo - pulse a~~ the
static pulse, both produced by the same rap ~ d
process , is altered with the change of the ;ropagation distance. The former usually precet~s
in a shorter distance, while the latter p~ecetes
in a longer distance. The alteration in :he ~jase
difference comes up to about 300 ~sec whi:e t~e
distance from the origin increases from 0 :o ~0
km, when both pulses are recorded through :.1e
amplifiers \-Ti th the same tirne cnnstant 1 mse~.
(6) Values of time intervals between St:."!ces sive rapid processes in a thundercloud are o:
a nearly random distribution, and this indicites
that the uppe r positive or the lower negativ~
electric charge of a thundercloud will respec~i?e 
ly be composed of many local highly charged
porti0ns scattered at random in the thunderclou~.
It sh')uld be cornected 1..ri th the subcell constru::"': ion of a thundercloud . The observational fact
that there is no definite lower limit i n the
distribution of the time interval of pulses
indicates tnat all ra~id processes should occu~
along !!lany branches to be involved in a main s~ow
process .
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